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From: Trevena.MLA, Claire [mailto:Claire.Trevena.MLA@leg.bc.ca]  
Sent: November-17-15 9:11 AM 
To: Trevena.MLA, Claire 
Subject: MLA Report - 17th November, 2015 
 

MLA Report 

The fall Legislative session is coming to a close. It has been two months where there has been little 
innovative legislation, but the time back in the Legislature has given us, as Opposition, the opportunity 
of a daily question period.  

Challenging government on its actions is a central role for Opposition, and we were relentless this 
session focusing mainly on two areas. We spent weeks asking about the desperate situation within the 
Ministry of Children and Families with young people taking their own lives. We then spent more weeks 
showing how Christy Clark’s government has been covering up its actions, seemingly in all ministries. 

Keeping a written record of decisions made and actions taken is simply good practice and good policy in 
whatever sphere one is working. When it comes to the decisions of a government, the body elected to 
work on behalf of millions of people, it should be essential. But clearly that’s not the thinking within Ms. 
Clark’s government. As far as she’s concerned it is just fine to delete all records of conversations, of 
meetings and of decisions.  

The Privacy Commissioner, an independent officer appointed by an all-party committee of the 
Legislature, was fiercely critical of this practice. But instead of acting on her recommendations when her 
investigation revealed the broad and deliberate practice of deleting emails and other written material, 
the government delayed doing anything by appointing a former privacy commissioner to examine the 
situation. 

The reality is that records have been knowingly removed. Whether those records are about the Highway 
of Tears, the lonely stretch of road from which many women have gone missing, whether they are about 
the health workers who were summarily and wrongly dismissed and their careers ruined, or whether 
they are about plans for the multi-billion dollar replacement of the Massey Tunnel, they have been 
wiped. There is no paper trail of decisions and consultations. Ms. Clark’s government says records about 
these subjects are “transitory”, in other words not important. We challenged them on that and argue 
they are important, as are all records which show how a government makes its decisions. Transparency 
is vital for a healthy democracy. The BC Liberals show their absolute distaste and distrust of that by 
allowing the continued deletion of records with one of the worst offenders being a close advisor to the 
Premier. 

While we debated legislation during the session, much of it could be described as housekeeping and 
lacking any overarching vision for the province. Christy Clark’s electoral promises of having vast wealth 
generated by LNG and a prosperity fund from which we would all benefit are still distant and have the 
air of fantasy about them. Most of the legislation we dealt with involved amending existing laws. The 
notable exceptions were the Franchises Act, which we had introduced twice from the Opposition 
benches and which the government finally adopted as its own, and the Electoral Boundaries Act, which 
allows the number of constituencies to increase to 87. 

However the Legislative system can work when given an opportunity. I have enjoyed sitting on the 
Finance and Government Services committee. This is chaired by a BC Liberal MLA, and has a BC Liberal 
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majority. But we have been able to work collaboratively, hearing submissions from individuals and 
organizations around the province and then working together on the report so all our recommendations 
to the Minister of Finance are unanimous. Unfortunately, and to the detriment of our democracy, with 
one or two exceptions, the committee system is given very little opportunity to work in the BC 
Legislature. 

Through the session I continued to raise the problems facing communities brought about by the mess at 
BC Ferries. I spoke in the Legislature about the need for a substantial reduction in fares as well as 
questioning the Minister about the cable ferry being brought onto the Buckley Bay -- Denman route and 
about the sale price for the Queen of Chilliwack. He provided no comfort to ferry reliant communities on 
any aspect of our marine highway. 

I also worked on other areas of the Transportation portfolio – the provincial highways and BC Transit – 
during our two months in Victoria. 

I continue to advocate on concerns that have a direct impact on the North Island: the cost of parking at 
our new hospital, the provision of pharmacies in small communities, internet connectivity and, of 
course, economic development. The latter continues to be a concern for everyone I meet. Whether 
seniors in Port Hardy or young people in Campbell River, we need to work together on economic 
development in our communities. This has been underlined by Western Forest Products move to a shift 
system in the North Island, the shutdown at Myra Falls, the reduction in workers at the Quinsam mine 
and the continuing closure of the Port Alice mill. This is a resource driven region, we must to be able to 
access those resources and receive recompense for their use. We still see the large corporations address 
their shareholders concerns before the communities in which they are operating. All our North Island 
communities deserve a fair share. 

I will be out of the mix from now into the new year as I am having a heart valve replaced. However, my 
wonderful staff will continue to be available to assist you. If you have a constituency concern please 
contact my Campbell River office at 1 250 287 5100 or my Port Hardy office at 1 250 949 9473. If you 
have a question or concern about transportation or BC Ferries, please call my Victoria office 1 250 387 
3655. Or you can reach me by email Claire.trevena.mla@leg.bc.ca.   

My very best regards and early best wishes for a wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year, 

Claire 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

December 7, 2015 

COMMUNITY NETWORK TO IMPROVE INTERNET SERVICE TO NORTH ISLAND 
 
COURTENAY – North Vancouver Island communities will benefit from improved and expanded high-speed 
internet service thanks to planned network upgrades throughout the region, in a project spearheaded by a 
local community group. 
 
The Ragged Edge Community Network Society (RECNS) has been providing last mile service for underserved 
communities on North Vancouver Island since 2006. The Society has brought high-speed internet service to 12 
communities, 375 households, three First Nations and more than 50 businesses that previously had limited or no 
Internet access at all. 
 
The Island Coastal Economic Trust is contributing $50,000 to the service upgrades. The network will be updated 
to meet current Industry Canada standards of 5Mbps down and 1Mbps up in more of the areas serviced by 
RECNS and additional backup power capability will be installed to increase reliability and service. The project will 
integrate the Quatsino community into the terrestrial network and provide interconnection upgrades in 
Sointula, Coal Harbour, Quatsino First Nation, Zeballos and Telegraph Cove.  Routers and Wi-Fi service to Gilford 
Island and Kwicksutaineuk First Nation are also among the planned upgrades. 
 
“Residents and visitors of all ages rely on high speed internet access in communities where they travel and 
reside.  This is now equated with ‘quality of life’” said Marianne Mikkelsen, RECNS Chair. “Providing these 
services to underserved communities in our region will help to strengthen those communities by ensuring that 
residents have access to education, health care and other essential services which can now be accessed online.” 
 
A recent study by the Mount Waddington Regional District found that a significant issue for economic 
development initiatives on the North Island is the lack and high cost of bandwidth.  Despite the region’s 
impressive natural amenities and wildlife, ecotourism, and aboriginal tourism potential, the lack of high speed 
Internet capacity has significantly hindered the region’s tourism potential. 
 
“Many businesses are run from remote rural areas in the region, and customers expect them to operate at the 
same level of efficiency as those in better serviced urban areas,” said ICET Chair Phil Kent. “Communities and 
businesses in our region cannot afford to fall far behind global standards of Internet connectivity. Improving 
high-speed internet service helps to level the playing field and facilitate business retention, growth and 
attraction in those smaller and more remote North Island communities. 
 
The project is expected to begin in early 2016 and conclude by the end of the year.   
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About the Island Coastal Economic Trust 
 
The Island Coastal Economic Trust is a $50 million endowment established in 2006 by the Government of British 
Columbia to help diversify the economies of central and northern Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast. 
ICET is guided by a Board of Directors and two Regional Advisory Committees which include more than 50 
locally elected officials and MLAs and five appointees.  This exceptional team of leaders collaborates to set 
regional priorities and build vital multi-regional networks. 

Through a community-centred decision-making process, ICET has approved $49 million for over 140 economic 
infrastructure and economic development readiness projects on the Island and Sunshine Coast since 
implementing its grant program in 2007.  ICET investments have leveraged over $271 million in incremental 
funding into the region. 

A full overview of ICET can be found at www.islandcoastaltrust.ca 

-end- 

For further information: 

Line Robert, CEO 
Island Coastal Economic Trust 
Tel. 250-871-7797 (Ext. 227) 
line.robert@islandcoastaltrust.ca 

Mayor Phil Kent, ICET Chair 
City of Duncan  
Tel. 250-709-0186 
mayor@duncan.ca 

Marianne Mikkelsen, Chair 
Ragged Edge Community Network Society 
Tel. 250-956-2282 
marianne@recn.ca 
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2018-‐19	  AVICC	  AGM	  &	  CONVENTION	  
HOST	  COMMUNITY	  RESPONSIBILITIES	  AND	  REQUIREMENTS	  

	  
The	  following	  identifies	  the	  required	  meeting	  facilities	  and	  other	  supports	  that	  the	  AVICC	  AGM	  &	  
Convention	  Host	  Community	  is	  expected	  to	  provide:	  
	  
Meeting	  Facilities	  -‐	  provide	  without	  charge	  to	  AVICC,	  meeting	  venues,	  set	  up	  and	  janitorial	  services	  
for	  the	  Convention,	  including	  the	  following:	  
•	   Executive	  meeting	  room	  –	  pre-‐Convention	  (Thursday	  afternoon)	  
•	   Pre-‐Conference	  Session	  –	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  100	  (Friday	  morning)	  
•	   Business	  Sessions	  -‐	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  275	  (Friday	  noon	  to	  Sunday	  noon)	  
•	   2	  –	  3	  Break	  Out	  Rooms	  -‐	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  100-‐125	  people	  each	  (Saturday	  afternoon)	  
•	   Adequate	  tradeshow	  space	  for	  at	  least	  20	  exhibitors	  in	  close	  proximity	  to	  the	  Refreshment	  

Break	  service	  area	  and	  Business	  Sessions	  (Friday	  am	  to	  noon	  Sunday)	  
•	   Space	  to	  hold	  Breakfasts	  Saturday	  and	  Sunday	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  225	  people	  
• 	  	  Space	  to	  hold	  Refreshment	  Break	  service	  in	  conjunction	  with	  the	  tradeshow	  (Friday	  to	  Sunday)	  
•	   Welcome	  Reception	  (Friday	  evening)	  -‐	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  325	  people	  
•	   Delegates	  Luncheon	  (Saturday	  noon)	  -‐	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  275	  people	  
•	   Annual	  Banquet	  and	  Dance	  (Saturday	  evening)	  -‐	  to	  accommodate	  up	  to	  300	  people	  
• 1	  room	  to	  be	  used	  for	  AVICC	  Office	  (Thursday	  noon	  to	  Sunday	  1	  pm)	  
	  
Hotel	  Rooms	  
The	  host	  community	  must	  also	  have	  capacity	  for	  and	  block	  book	  225	  hotel	  rooms.	  
	  
Miscellaneous	  
•	   Decorations	  for	  Welcome	  Reception	  and	  Annual	  Banquet	  
•	   6	  –	  8	  Gifts	  for	  speakers	  representative	  of	  the	  Host	  Community	  
•	   Some	  staff	  assistance	  during	  the	  Convention,	  i.e.	  kit	  stuffing,	  registration,	  ticket	  taking	  if	  

required	  
•	   Assist	  with	  obtaining	  through	  local	  donations	  a	  sufficient	  number	  of	  pens	  and	  pads	  for	  

Convention	  kits	  and	  draw	  prizes	  
• Provide	  use	  of	  local	  government,	  BC	  and	  Canada	  flags	  
	  
Planning	  Assistance	  to	  Assist	  AVICC	  Executive	  and	  Staff	  
• Assist	  in	  identifying	  local	  suppliers	  for	  food	  and	  beverage	  service,	  audio	  visual	  equipment	  and	  

support,	  banquet	  entertainment,	  piper,	  O’Canada	  singer,	  bus	  transportation,	  etc.	  and	  work	  with	  
locally	  contracted	  suppliers	  and	  AVICC	  staff	  for	  purposes	  of	  logistical	  coordination	  

• Assist	  with	  identifying	  and	  providing	  a	  local	  liaison	  with	  the	  First	  Nations	  and	  local	  speakers	  that	  
may	  positively	  contribute	  to	  the	  program	  

• Plan	  and	  administer	  any	  Partner	  Programs	  that	  the	  local	  host	  may	  want	  to	  offer	  and	  have	  been	  
approved	  by	  the	  AVICC	  Executive	  
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November 20, 2015 

 

Attention: Regional District Boards participating on AVICC Special Committee on Solid Waste 

 

Re: AVICC Special Committee on Solid Waste Management 

 

The AVICC Special Committee on Solid Waste Management would like to report back and seek 

support for a long-term strategy from the 9 Regional Districts participating on the Committee. 

Please find attached a report prepared by Tetra Tech EBA consultants for the Committee; a 

report from Jerry Berry Consultants Inc. prioritizing recommendations from the Tetra Tech EBA 

report; and minutes from a workshop and committee meeting held on October 16, 2015. 

 

Below is a status report of the special committee’s work on solid waste management pursuant 

to the terms of reference. 

 

Task Action Status 

prepare a report to 

summarize AVICC regional 

district solid waste 

management plans;   

 

Report titled ‘‘The State of 

Waste Management” dated 

September 2015 prepared by 

Tetra Tech EBA Consultants 

Completed 

conduct the required analysis 

and review including the 

provincial legislative 

framework to inform AVICC-

wide joint solutions (or sub-

AVICC solutions, as 

appropriate, between 

partnering jurisdictions) on 

the topic of solid waste 

management; 

 

Report titled ‘The State of 

Waste Management” dated 

September 2015 prepared by 

Tetra Tech EBA Consultants; 

Ministry of Environment 

review of legislation – Solid 

Waste Management Plan  

Ongoing depending on 

specific action required for 

each priority. 

develop a long-term strategy 

for solid waste management 

ensuring that the affected 

local governments have 

reached consensus; 

Facilitated special committee 

session October 16th, 2015 to 

prioritize recommendations 

by Tetra Tech EBA. 

Session outcomes report 

Pending review and 

feedback from participating 

regional districts with 

deadline of March 4, 2016. 
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Page 2 

November 20, 2015 

 

 

 

 prepared by Jerry Berry 

Consultants Inc. dated 

October 2015. 

present the findings and 

recommendations of the 

analysis as requested by 

AVICC; 

 

AVICC special committee 

Chair Edwin Grieve, provides 

status update to AVICC 

executive committee. 

Briefed at November 6, 2015 

Executive Committee 

meeting, and ongoing. 

report out on work of the 

special committee at the 

2016 AVICC Annual General 

Meeting and Convention; 

and 

 

 Timeline: April 2016 

present a briefing to the 

Province of BC. 

 

 To be determined following 

AVICC Convention April 2016 

 

The Committee is seeking support from the Regional District members to adopt the long-term 

strategy for solid waste management as attached. As Chair, I am available to come and present 

on the reports and recommended strategy at a Board meeting. Please contact me directly at 

edwingrieve@shaw.ca 

 

Please provide your response to avicc@ubcm.ca by Friday, March 4, 2016.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Director Edwin Grieve, Chair, Special Committee on Solid Waste Management 

AVICC 2nd Vice President 
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Minutes	of	the	October	16,	2015	Meeting	 	 1	
AVICC	Special	Committee	on	Solid	Waste	Management	

	
	

	
MINUTES	OF	THE	AVICC	

SPECIAL	COMMITTEE	ON	SOLID	WASTE	MANAGEMENT	
HELD	AT	THE	REGIONAL	DISTRICT	OF	NANAIMO	

FRIDAY,	October	16,	2015	

REPRESENTATIVES:	 AVICC	2nd	Vice	President	Edwin	Grieve,	Committee	Chair	
Director	John	McNabb,	Alberni	Clayoquot		
Director	Judy	Brownoff,	Capital		
Director	Rod	Nichol,	Comox	Valley	
Director	Ian	Morrison,	Cowichan	Valley	
Director	Alec	McPherson,	Nanaimo		
Director	CaroleAnn	Leishman,	Powell	River	
Director	Larry	Samson,	Strathcona		

	
ALTERNATES	AS	OBSERVERS:	 1st	Vice	President	Mary	Marcotte,	AVICC	

	
STAFF	IN	ATTENDANCE:	 Russ	Smith,	Capital	Regional	District		

Debra	Oakman,	CAO,	Comox	Valley	
James	Mathers,	Sr.	Manager,	Comox-Strathcona	Waste	Mgt	Services	
Brian	Carruthers,	CAO,	Cowichan	Valley	
Paul	Thorkelsson,	CAO,	Nanaimo	
Dennis	Trudeau,	Gen	Manager,	Trans	&	Solid	Waste,	Nanaimo	
Russ	Hotsenpiller,	CAO,	Strathcona	
Glen	Brown,	GM	Victoria	Operations,	UBCM	
Liz	Cookson,	AVICC	Executive	Coordinator	(Recorder)	

	
UNAVAILABLE	PRIMARY	REPS:	 Director	Dennis	Dugas,	Mount	Waddington	
	 Director	Stan	Gisborne,	Powell	River	
	 Director	Ian	Winn,	Sunshine	Coast	
	
ALSO:	 AVICC	President	Barbara	Price,	Ex-officio	
	 Jerry	Berry,	Consultant,	Jerry	Berry	Consultants	
	 	
Chair	AVICC	2nd	Vice	President	Edwin	Grieve	called	the	meeting	to	order	at	11:15	am,	welcoming	all	of	
those	 in	attendance,	and	thanking	attendees	 for	making	the	time	to	participate	 in	 today’s	meeting	
and	workshop.	
	
MINUTES	OF	SEPTEMBER	11,	2015	MEETING	
	
On	motion	by	Comox	Valley	Director	Nichol,	seconded	by	Capital	Director	Brownoff,	
That	the	minutes	of	the	September	11,	2015	meeting	be	amended	to	correct	the	title	for	AVICC	1st	Vice	
President	Marcotte	and	for	Tetra	Tech	was	 	 	 	 	 	 	 CARRIED	
	
On	motion	by	Cowichan	Valley	Director	Morrison,	seconded	by	Powell	River	Director	Leishman,	
That	the	minutes	of	the	September	11,	2015	meeting	be	adopted	was		 	 	 CARRIED	 	
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Minutes	of	the	October	16,	2015	Meeting	 	 2	
AVICC	Special	Committee	on	Solid	Waste	Management	

RECEIPT	OF	DOCUMENTS	
	
(1)	CVRD,	October	8,	2015:	Tetra	Tech	State	of	Waste	Management	Report	
Debra	Oakman	spoke	to	Tetra	Tech	EBA’s	State	of	Waste	Management	report,	and	noted	that	Jerry	
Berry	 would	 be	 facilitating	 a	 prioritization	 of	 report	 recommendations	 later	 in	 the	 meeting.	 	 She	
noted	that	the	last	bullet	on	page	83	is	adjusted	to	“joint	emerging	technologies”.	Alberni	Clayoquot	
Director	John	McNabb	questioned	discrepancies	in	reported	landfill	capacity	in	years	between	Table	
2	and	Figure	7.	Debra	Oakman	to	review	with	Tetra	Tech	EBA.		
	
On	motion	by	Comox	Valley	Director	Nichol,	seconded	by	Powell	River	Director	Leishman,	
That	 the	 October	 8,	 2015	 report	 from	 the	 CVRD	 and	 the	 September	 2015	 “The	 State	 of	 Waste	
Management”	report	from	Tetra	Tech	be	received.	

CARRIED	
	
(2)	CVRD,	October	8,	2015:	AVICC	Grant	Application	for	Capacity	Building	
On	motion	by	Powell	River	Director	Leishman,	seconded	by	Cowichan	Valley	Director	Morrison,		
That	 the	 CVRD	 report	 dated	October	 8,	 2015	 on	 AVICC	 Grant	 Application	 for	 Capacity	 Building	 be	
received.	

CARRIED	
	
(3)	 Comox	 Valley	 Director	 Rod	 Nichol,	 September	 2,	 2015:	 Reducing	 Volumes	 of	 Municipal	 Solid	
Waste	to	Landfills	
Director	 Nichol	 spoke	 to	 his	 report	 and	 circulated	 a	 sample	 of	 material.	 The	 CVRD	 staff	 will	 be	
undertaking	 research	 in	 this	 area,	 and	 will	 share	 the	 report	 with	 Committee	 members	 once	
completed.	
On	motion	by	AVICC	2nd	Vice	President	Grieve,	seconded	by	Capital	Director	Brownoff,	
That	 the	 September	 2,	 2015	 report	 on	 Reducing	 Volumes	 of	Municipal	 Solid	Waste	 to	 Landfills	 be	
received.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

CARRIED	
	
PRIORITIZATION	OF	REPORT	RECOMMENDATIONS	
	
Jerry	Berry,	Consultant	with	Jerry	Berry	Consulting	facilitated	a	review	of	priorities	for	implementing	
the	 recommendations	 and	 options	 for	 Solid	 Waste	 Collaboration	 that	 are	 set	 out	 as	 twenty-one	
items	in	Table	14	of	the	Tetra	Tech	EBA	report.	Participants	from	each	RD	indicated	first,	second	and	
third	working	priorities.	 	 There	was	 support	 for	 items	 1	 and	 2	 together	 as	 the	 first	 priority	 (AVICC	
partnership),	 and	 item	 21	 (Advocacy)	 as	 the	 second	 priority.	 Each	 RD	 reviewed	 and	 then	 advised	
again	 of	 respective	 third	 priorities	 from	 the	 remaining	 items.	 There	was	 support	 for	 3	 (Long-term	
disposal	 demand	 forecast),	 5	 (Organics	waste	 reduction	 strategy),	 8	&	9	 (Recycling	 collection	 and	
drop-off	programs)	and	17	(Disposal	Bans	and	bylaw	consistency).	 Items	3	and	17	were	selected	by	
consensus	as	short-term	work	priorities.	
	
Jerry	 Berry	will	 prepare	 a	 briefing	 report	 with	 the	 immediate,	 short-term	 and	 long-term	 priorities	
recommended	 to	 go	 back	 to	 each	 RD.	 He	 noted	 that	 no	 items	 are	 being	 removed	 from	
consideration,	it	is	a	matter	of	prioritization	and	time	frames.		
	
The	 session	wrapped	 up	 at	 2:15	 pm	with	 AVICC	 2nd	 VP	 Grieve	 thanking	 Jerry	 Berry	 for	 facilitating	
today’s	 workshop;	 elected	 and	 staff	 in	 attendance	 allowing	 for	 face-to-face	 networking,	 and	 the	
Regional	District	of	Nanaimo	for	providing	the	meeting	space.	
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Minutes	of	the	October	16,	2015	Meeting	 	 3	
AVICC	Special	Committee	on	Solid	Waste	Management	

	
On	motion	by	Strathcona	Director	Samson,	seconded	by	Cowichan	Valley	Director	Morrison,	
That	the	AVICC:	State	of	Waste	Management	(produced	by	Tetra	Tech	EBA	dated	September	2015)	
be	sent	to	AVICC	member	regional	districts	seeking	support	for	the	AVICC	special	committee	on	solid	
waste	management	to	continue	working	on	the	following	recommendations	from	Table	14:	

1. Immediate:	AVICC	partnership	(items	1	&2)	
2. Immediate:	Advocacy	(item	21)	
3. Short-term:	Long-term	disposal	(item	3)	
4. Short-term:	Regulations	and	enforcement	(item	17)	

CARRIED	
On	motion	by	Strathcona	Director	Samson,	seconded	by	Nanaimo	Director	McPherson,	
That	 the	AVICC	 special	 committee	on	 solid	waste	management	 apply	 for	 grant	programs	 to	 assist	
with	organizational	capacity	building;	
	
AND	FURTHER	THAT	the	Comox	Valley	Regional	District	support	the	AVICC	in	its	application	efforts.	

CARRIED	
	
NEXT	STEPS	
	
On	motion	by	Powell	River	Director	Leishman,	seconded	by	Alberni	Clayoquot	Director	McNabb,		
That	 the	 next	 meeting	 be	 confirmed	 for	 9:00–10:00	 am,	 Friday,	 November	 20,	 2015	 via	
teleconference,	and	that	the	current	meeting	be	adjourned	at	2:20	pm.	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 CARRIED	
	
	
	
	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
AVICC	2nd	VP	Edwin	Grieve	 	 	 	 Liz	Cookson,	AVICC	Staff	
Chair	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Meeting	Recorder	
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REPORT TO AVICC TASK FORCE ON SOLID WASTE 
 

Re:  Seminar Session held on Friday, 2015-OCT-16 at the Nanaimo 

Regional District Board Room.  

 

Jerry Berry Consultants Inc. was pleased to be engaged to facilitate the Task 

Force’s review of the recommendations stemming from the AVICC: The State of 

Waste Management report, prepared through Comox Strathcona Regional 

District Waste Management, by Tetra Tech EBA, dated September 2015.   

 

The seminar was attended by both elected and staff representatives of seven of 

the nine AVICC Regional Districts.  Sunshine Coast and Mount Waddington were 

not able to attend; however, Mount Waddington Board provided their views on 

work plan priorities in advance.   

 

The purpose of this session was to receive the report and to consider the 

recommendations set out by Tetra Tech EBA in Table 14 of the report.  Those 

recommendations are set out as follows:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by:  
Jerry Berry 

Consultants Inc. 

 

October, 2015 

1
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Table 14: Recommendations and Options for AVICC Solid Waste Collaboration 

 

Area of 
Work 

Item 
# 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
 
 
 

AVICC 
partnership 

 
 

1. 

 
Develop a vision and goals for the AVICC including: 
 A communication strategy 
 A unified education program 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Develop clarity of all recycling 
efforts across the AVICC 

 

2. 

Continue to meet regularly – identify one solid waste 
challenge or opportunity to investigate at each meeting. 
 Establish a 3 to 5 year process to maintain and update the 

2015 baseline report information 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Build understanding of priorities 

 
 
 

Long-term 
disposal 

 
3. 

Conduct an assessment to forecast future solid waste 
disposal demand of AVICC member populations in 20, 40, 
and 60 years’ time. 

 Ensure accurate data and 
assumptions for making long- 
term investment decisions 

 
4. 

Review the mid and long-term business case for a WTE 
energy facility with all AVICC members giving waste as a 
feedstock. 

 
 Need to effectively manage 

residual waste 

 
 
 
 
 

Organics 
waste 

reduction 
strategies 

 

5. 
Develop a comprehensive AVICC organics strategy that 
engages the residential and ICI sectors. Build on existing 
organics systems in place in RDN and CoVRD. 

 
 
 Reduce per capita garbage 

generation 
 Increase diversion rate 
 Ensure regional processing 

capacity aligns with organics 
diversion strategies (e.g., 
curbside programs and 
disposal bans) 

 
 
6. 

Conduct an assessment of organic feed stock and analysis of 
capacity needs along with a review of combined existing and 
planned organics infrastructure to ensure sufficient 
processing capacity is in place, either in the private and/or the 
public sector. 

 
7. 

Standardize organics curbside collection to provide 
consistency for materials collected, including food scraps and 
food-soiled paper. 

 
Recycling 
collection 

and drop-off 
programs 

 
8. Establish consistency in materials collected in curbside 

recycling programs and accepted at depots. 
 Increase diversion 
 Optimize services and program 

efficiency 
 Maximize participation 

 
9. 

Implement common promotion and education programs 
throughout the AVICC. Focus on standardizing messaging, 
colours and system types. 

 
 
 
 

Financially 
sustainable 

model 

 
 

10. 

Explore implications of establishing unified tipping fee: 
 Impact on revenue; 
 Impact on tonnages disposed; 
 Impact on leakage; and 
 Impact on illegal dumping. 

 
 
 
 
 Establish a sustainable 

financial model 

 
11. 

Assess leakage and export of waste by private haulers and 
private landfills. Explore opportunities for government control 
of waste collection systems (flow control/franchising). 
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ICI sector 
strategy 

 
 
12. 

Engage the ICI sector in constructive dialogue to identify 
opportunities for collaboration to address waste diversion 
issues. Establish an initial network of ICI contacts and use to 
educate and promote goals (e.g., organics and other disposal 
bans). 

 
 
 Increase diversion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C&D sector 
strategy 

 
13. Track all C&D waste generated including what is disposed in 

the region and what is exported. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Increase diversion 
 Increase longevity of existing 

landfill capacity 

 

14. 

Expand or add areas to existing landfills to sort and separate 
recyclable C&D materials while other materials are stockpiled 
to be used for cover at the landfill or shipped out of region for 
recycling or beneficial reuse or energy recovery. 

 
15. 

Develop permit process that requires contractors to assess 
waste materials generated and develop a diversion strategy, 
and provide contractors with tools to support them. 

 

16. 

Ensure all regional districts have requirements that all C&D 
waste must be disposed of at a licensed facility, and have 
similar rules regarding the requirement of disposal and 
diversion. 

  
17. Ensure that disposal bans and bylaws are consistent across 

regions to reduce leakage across borders. 
 
 
 
 
 Track material generation and 

movement 
 Increase diversion 
 Ensure program costs are 

efficient 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Regulations 
and 

enforcement 

 
 
18. 

Ensure that accurate and consistent metrics and statistics 
are taken for all materials (MSW, C&D, Recycling, Organics, 
Etc.) and receiving facilities (including private) are 
documented in terms of meeting standards and providing 
accurate data. 

 
19. Develop a consistent enforcement strategy to support 

regulations. 
 
20. 

 
Develop standards for odour levels for organic processing 

 
 

Advocacy 

 
 

21. 

 

Advocate British Columbia MOE and industry groups to 
review and expand waste reduction and diversion polices. 

 Adopt and implement new EPR 
programs 

 Refine and improve existing 
EPR programs 

 
 

 

Participants were asked to vote on their choice for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd working priority, by Regional District.   

 

         

 

 

 

 

1st 

 
2nd 3rd 

3
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The results of that voting, by Region was as follows:                      

 

Table 14: Recommendations and Options for AVICC Solid Waste Collaboration 
 

Area of 
Work 

Item 
# 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
 
 
 

AVICC 
partnership 

 
 

1. 

 
Develop a vision and goals for the AVICC including: 
 A communication strategy 
 A unified education program 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Develop clarity of all recycling 
efforts across the AVICC 

 

2. 

Continue to meet regularly – identify one solid waste 
challenge or opportunity to investigate at each meeting. 
 Establish a 3 to 5 year process to maintain and update the 

2015 baseline report information 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Build understanding of priorities 

 
 
 

Long-term 
disposal 

 

3. 
Conduct an assessment to forecast future solid waste 
disposal demand of AVICC member populations in 20, 40, 
and 60 years’ time. 

 Ensure accurate data and 
assumptions for making long- 
term investment decisions 

 
4. 

Review the mid and long-term business case for a WTE 
energy facility with all AVICC members giving waste as a 
feedstock. 

 
 Need to effectively manage 

residual waste 

 
 
 
 
 

Organics 
waste 

reduction 
strategies 

 

5. 
Develop a comprehensive AVICC organics strategy that 
engages the residential and ICI sectors. Build on existing 
organics systems in place in RDN and CoVRD. 

 
 
 Reduce per capita garbage 

generation 
 Increase diversion rate 
 Ensure regional processing 

capacity aligns with organics 
diversion strategies (e.g., 
curbside programs and 
disposal bans) 

 
 
6. 

Conduct an assessment of organic feed stock and analysis of 
capacity needs along with a review of combined existing and 
planned organics infrastructure to ensure sufficient 
processing capacity is in place, either in the private and/or the 
public sector. 

 
7. 

Standardize organics curbside collection to provide 
consistency for materials collected, including food scraps and 
food-soiled paper. 

 
Recycling 
collection 

and drop-off 
programs 

 
8. Establish consistency in materials collected in curbside 

recycling programs and accepted at depots. 
 Increase diversion 
 Optimize services and program 

efficiency 
 Maximize participation 

 
9. 

Implement common promotion and education programs 
throughout the AVICC. Focus on standardizing messaging, 
colours and system types. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CSRD PRRD PRRD 

CoVRD PRRD 

CoVRD CSRD 

CoVRD 

MWRD 
ACRD 

CRD 
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Area of 
Work 

Item 
# 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
 
 

Financially 
sustainable 

model 

 
 

10. 

Explore implications of establishing unified tipping fee: 
 Impact on revenue; 
 Impact on tonnages disposed; 
 Impact on leakage; and 
 Impact on illegal dumping. 

 
 
 
 
 Establish a sustainable 

financial model 

 
11. 

Assess leakage and export of waste by private haulers and 
private landfills. Explore opportunities for government control 
of waste collection systems (flow control/franchising). 

 
ICI sector 
strategy 

 
 
12. 

Engage the ICI sector in constructive dialogue to identify 
opportunities for collaboration to address waste diversion 
issues. Establish an initial network of ICI contacts and use to 
educate and promote goals (e.g., organics and other disposal 
bans). 

 
 
 Increase diversion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C&D sector 
strategy 

 
13. Track all C&D waste generated including what is disposed in 

the region and what is exported. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Increase diversion 
 Increase longevity of existing 

landfill capacity 

 

14. 

Expand or add areas to existing landfills to sort and separate 
recyclable C&D materials while other materials are stockpiled 
to be used for cover at the landfill or shipped out of region for 
recycling or beneficial reuse or energy recovery. 

 
15. 

Develop permit process that requires contractors to assess 
waste materials generated and develop a diversion strategy, 
and provide contractors with tools to support them. 

 

16. 

Ensure all regional districts have requirements that all C&D 
waste must be disposed of at a licensed facility, and have 
similar rules regarding the requirement of disposal and 
diversion. 

  
17. Ensure that disposal bans and bylaws are consistent across 

regions to reduce leakage across borders. 
 
 
 
 
 Track material generation and 

movement 
 Increase diversion 
 Ensure program costs are 

efficient 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Regulations 
and 

enforcement 

 
 
18. 

Ensure that accurate and consistent metrics and statistics 
are taken for all materials (MSW, C&D, Recycling, Organics, 
Etc.) and receiving facilities (including private) are 
documented in terms of meeting standards and providing 
accurate data. 

 
19. Develop a consistent enforcement strategy to support 

regulations. 
 
20. 

 
Develop standards for odour levels for organic processing 

 
 

Advocacy 

 
 

21. 

 

Advocate British Columbia MOE and industry groups to 
review and expand waste reduction and diversion polices. 

 Adopt and implement new EPR 
programs 

 Refine and improve existing 
EPR programs 

 
 
 

 

MWRD 

ACRD 

RDN 

MWRD 

RDN CRD 

ACRD 

CSRD RDN CRD 
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Immediate Priorities: 

 

In view of this result, the participants, by consensus agreed that the following items should be 

recommended as immediate working priorities.   

 

 
 
 
 

AVICC 
partnership 

 
 

1. 

 
Develop a vision and goals for the AVICC including: 
 A communication strategy 
 A unified education program 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Develop clarity of all recycling 
efforts across the AVICC 

 

2. 

Continue to meet regularly – identify one solid waste 
challenge or opportunity to investigate at each meeting. 
 Establish a 3 to 5 year process to maintain and update the 

2015 baseline report information 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Build understanding of priorities 

 

 
 

Advocacy 

 
 

21. 

 

Advocate British Columbia MOE and industry groups to 
review and expand waste reduction and diversion polices. 

 Adopt and implement new EPR 
programs 

 Refine and improve existing 
EPR programs 

 

 

Items which received prioritization, but which were not considered “immediate” work priorities were 

quite diverse, as would be expected by virtue of the wide range of circumstances prevalent across 

AVICC.  As there was no apparent consensus on next steps, participants were then asked to rate their 

next priority from amongst the remaining (3-20) recommendations (i.e., after removing the three 

‘Immediate Priorities’ already established).  
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This resulted in the votes as set out below:   

  
 
Table 14: Recommendations and Options for AVICC Solid Waste Collaboration 

 

Area of 
Work 

Item 
# 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
 
 
 

AVICC 
partnership 

 
 

1. 

 
Develop a vision and goals for the AVICC including: 
 A communication strategy 
 A unified education program 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Develop clarity of all recycling 
efforts across the AVICC 

 

2. 

Continue to meet regularly – identify one solid waste 
challenge or opportunity to investigate at each meeting. 
 Establish a 3 to 5 year process to maintain and update the 

2015 baseline report information 

 Establish a platform for 
effective collaboration 

 Build understanding of priorities 

 
 
 

Long-term 
disposal 

 

3. 
Conduct an assessment to forecast future solid waste 
disposal demand of AVICC member populations in 20, 40, 
and 60 years’ time. 

 Ensure accurate data and 
assumptions for making long- 
term investment decisions 

 
4. 

Review the mid and long-term business case for a WTE 
energy facility with all AVICC members giving waste as a 
feedstock. 

 
 Need to effectively manage 

residual waste 

 
 
 
 
 

Organics 
waste 

reduction 
strategies 

 

5. 
Develop a comprehensive AVICC organics strategy that 
engages the residential and ICI sectors. Build on existing 
organics systems in place in RDN and CoVRD. 

 
 
 Reduce per capita garbage 

generation 
 Increase diversion rate 
 Ensure regional processing 

capacity aligns with organics 
diversion strategies (e.g., 
curbside programs and 
disposal bans) 

 
 
6. 

Conduct an assessment of organic feed stock and analysis of 
capacity needs along with a review of combined existing and 
planned organics infrastructure to ensure sufficient 
processing capacity is in place, either in the private and/or the 
public sector. 

 
7. 

Standardize organics curbside collection to provide 
consistency for materials collected, including food scraps and 
food-soiled paper. 

 
Recycling 
collection 

and drop-off 
programs 

 
8. Establish consistency in materials collected in curbside 

recycling programs and accepted at depots. 
 Increase diversion 
 Optimize services and program 

efficiency 
 Maximize participation 

 
9. 

Implement common promotion and education programs 
throughout the AVICC. Focus on standardizing messaging, 
colours and system types. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Established Immediate Priority 

ACRD 

CSRD 

COVRD PRRD 
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Area of 
Work 

Item 
# 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
 
 

Financially 
sustainable 

model 

 
 

10. 

Explore implications of establishing unified tipping fee: 
 Impact on revenue; 
 Impact on tonnages disposed; 
 Impact on leakage; and 
 Impact on illegal dumping. 

 
 
 
 
 Establish a sustainable 

financial model 

 
11. 

Assess leakage and export of waste by private haulers and 
private landfills. Explore opportunities for government control 
of waste collection systems (flow control/franchising). 

 
ICI sector 
strategy 

 
 
12. 

Engage the ICI sector in constructive dialogue to identify 
opportunities for collaboration to address waste diversion 
issues. Establish an initial network of ICI contacts and use to 
educate and promote goals (e.g., organics and other disposal 
bans). 

 
 
 Increase diversion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C&D sector 
strategy 

 
13. Track all C&D waste generated including what is disposed in 

the region and what is exported. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Increase diversion 
 Increase longevity of existing 

landfill capacity 

 

14. 

Expand or add areas to existing landfills to sort and separate 
recyclable C&D materials while other materials are stockpiled 
to be used for cover at the landfill or shipped out of region for 
recycling or beneficial reuse or energy recovery. 

 
15. 

Develop permit process that requires contractors to assess 
waste materials generated and develop a diversion strategy, 
and provide contractors with tools to support them. 

 

16. 

Ensure all regional districts have requirements that all C&D 
waste must be disposed of at a licensed facility, and have 
similar rules regarding the requirement of disposal and 
diversion. 

  
17. Ensure that disposal bans and bylaws are consistent across 

regions to reduce leakage across borders. 

 
 
 
 
 Track material generation and 

movement 
 Increase diversion 
 Ensure program costs are 

efficient 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Regulations 
and 

enforcement 

 
 
18. 

Ensure that accurate and consistent metrics and statistics 
are taken for all materials (MSW, C&D, Recycling, Organics, 
Etc.) and receiving facilities (including private) are 
documented in terms of meeting standards and providing 
accurate data. 

 
19. Develop a consistent enforcement strategy to support 

regulations. 
 
20. 

 
Develop standards for odour levels for organic processing 

 
 

Advocacy 

 
 

21. 

 

Advocate British Columbia MOE and industry groups to 
review and expand waste reduction and diversion polices. 

 Adopt and implement new EPR 
programs 

 Refine and improve existing 
EPR programs 

 
 
                    

                     

Established Immediate Priority 

CRD RDN 
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Short-Term Priorities: 

 

Accordingly, the following were selected by consensus, as short-term work priorities.    

 

 
Long-term 
disposal 

 
3. 

Conduct an assessment to forecast future solid waste 
disposal demand of AVICC member populations in 20, 40, 
and 60 years’ time. 

 Ensure accurate data and 
assumptions for making long- 
term investment decisions 

Regulations 
and 

enforcement 

 
17. Ensure that disposal bans and bylaws are consistent 

across regions to reduce leakage across borders. 
 

 

 

Long-Term Priorities: 

 

The remaining recommendations were, by default, deemed to represent long-range priorities by those 

Regions in attendance (#’s 4-16 and 18-20).   

 

It should be noted that, in the making of these choices, the participants were asked to consider their 

“Regional” assessment of priorities from the perspective of the AVICC Solid Waste Task Force initiative, 

and how best to begin what can be expected to be an interesting evolution towards a broader AVICC 

approach and strategy over time.   

 

CONCLUSION AND WORK PLAN: 

 

Following a rating process, the participant Regions agreed, by consensus that the following 

recommendations of Tetra Tech should be recommended as work plan priorities: 

 

 

            1, 2 and 21                3 and 7 

 

 

                             4-16 and 18-20 

Long-Term Priorities: 

Short-Term Priorities:  Immediate Priorities:  

9
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AVICC	  Long-‐Term	  Strategy	  for	  Solid	  Waste	  
	  
	  
Immediate	  Priorities:	  
	  

 
Area of Work 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
Status 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AVICC 
partnership 

 

 
Develop a vision and goals for the AVICC including: 
 

§ A communication strategy 
 

§ A unified education program 

 
§ Establish a platform 

for effective 
collaboration 
 

§ Develop clarity of 
all recycling efforts 
across the AVICC 
 

 

 
Continue to meet regularly – identify one sold waste 
challenge or opportunity to investigate at each 
meeting.  
 

§ Establish a 3 to 5 year process to maintain 
and update the 2015 baseline report 
information. 

 

 
§ Establish a platform 

for effective 
collaboration 
 

§ Build understanding 
of priorities 

 

 
 

Advocacy 
 

 
Advocate British Columbia MOE and industry 
groups to review and expand waste reduction and 
diversion policies. 
 

 
§ Adopt and 

implement new 
EPR programs 
 

§ Refine and improve 
existing EPR 
programs 
 

 

	  
	  
Short-‐Term	  Priorities:	  
	  

 
Area of Work 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
Status 

 
 
 

Long-term 
disposal 

 
 

 
Conduct an assessment to forecast future solid 
waste disposal demand of AVICC member 
populations in 20, 40, and 60 years’ time. 

 
§ Ensure accurate 

data and 
assumptions for 
making long-term 
investment 
decisions 

 

 
 
Regulations 

and 
Enforcement 

 
 

 
Ensure that disposal bans and bylaws are 
consistent across regions to reduce leakage across 
borders. 
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Long-‐Term	  Priorities:	  
	  

 
Area of Work 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
Status 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Organics 
waste 

reduction 
strategies 

 
Review the mid and long-term business case for a 
WTE energy facility with all AVICC members giving 
waste as a feedstock.  
 

 
§ Need to effectively 

manage residual 
waste 
 

 

 
Develop a comprehensive AVICC organics strategy 
that engages the residential and ICI sectors.  Build 
on existing organics systems in place in RDN and 
CoVRD. 
 

 
 
 

§ Reduce per capita 
garbage generation 
 

§ Increase diversion 
rate 

 
§ Ensure regional 

processing capacity 
aligns with organics 
diversion strategies 
(e.g., curbside 
programs and 
disposal bans)  

 
 

 

 
Conduct an assessment or organic feedstock and 
analysis of capacity needs along with a review of 
combined existing and planned organics 
infrastructure to ensure sufficient processing 
capacity is in place, either in the private and/or the 
public sector.  
 
 
Standardize organics curbside collection to provide 
consistency for materials collected, including food 
scraps and food-soiled paper.  
 

 
 

Recycling 
collection 

and drop-off 
programs 

 
Establish consistency in materials collected in 
curbside recycling programs and accepted at 
depots. 
 

 
§ Increase diversion 

 
§ Optimize services 

and program 
efficiency 
 

§ Maximize 
participation 
 

 

 
Implement common promotion and education 
programs throughout the AVICC.  Focus on 
standardizing messaging, colours and system types. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Financially 
sustainable 

model 
 

 
Explore implications of establishing unified tipping 
fee: 

§ Impact on revenue; 
 

§ Impact on tonnages disposed; 
 

§ Impact on leakage; and 
 

§ Impact on illegal dumping. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

§ Establish a 
sustainable 
financial model 

 
 

 
Assess leakage and export of waste by private 
haulers and private landfills.  Explore opportunities 
for government control of waste collection systems 
(flow control/franchising). 
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Long-‐Term	  Priorities	  (continued):	  
	  

 
Area of Work 

 
Recommendation and/or Option Description 

 
Key Driver 

 
Status 

 
 
 

ICI sector 
strategy 

 
 

 
Engage the ICI sector in constructive dialogue to 
identify opportunities for collaboration to address 
waste diversion issues.  Establish an initial network 
of ICI contacts and use to educate and promote 
goals (e.g., organics and other disposal bans). 
 

 
 
 
 

§ Increase diversion 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

C&D sector 
strategy 

 
 

 

 
Track all C&D waste generated including what is 
disposed in the region and what is exported. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§ Increase diversion 
 

§ Increase longevity 
of existing landfill 
capacity 
 
 

 

 
Expand and add areas to existing landfills to sort 
and separate recyclable C&D materials while other 
materials are stockpiled to be used for cover at the 
landfill or shipped out of region to recycling or 
beneficial reuse or energy recovery.  

 
Develop permit process that requires contractors to 
assess waste materials generated and develop a 
diversion strategy, and provide contractors with 
tools to support them.  
 
 
Ensure all regional districts have requirements that 
all C&D waste must be disposed of at a licensed 
facility, and have similar rules regarding the 
requirement of disposal and diversion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Regulations 
and 

enforcement 

 
Ensure that accurate and consistent metrics and 
statistics are taken for all materials (MSW, C&D, 
Recycling, Organics, etc.) and receiving facilities 
(including private) are documented in terms of 
meeting standards and providing accurate data. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

§ Track material 
generation and 
movement 
 

§ Increase diversion 
 

§ Ensure program 
costs are efficient 

 

 
Develop a consistent enforcement strategy to 
support regulations.  
 
 
Develop standards for odour levels for organic 
processing 
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NI

North Island 9-1-1 Corporation
4 4 serving the regional districts of Alberni-Clayoquot, Comox Valley,

Mt. Waddington, Nanaimo (School District #69),
Powell River; and Strathcona

File: 9-FIN
November 17, 2015

Sent via email: gfletcher@rdmw.bc.ca

Regional District of Mt. Waddington
Box 729
2044 McNeil Road
Port McNeil, BC VON 2R0

Attention: Greg Fletcher, administrator

Dear Sir:

Re: 2016 NI 9-1-1 provisional budget

The North Island 9-1-1 Corporation 2016 provisional budget was adopted at the November 13, 2015
meeting of the board.

The board has approved an increase to the requisition for 2016. The requisition has been increased
by 3.5% to $2,292,687. The 2015 assessed property values have increased slightly overall by 1.9%
compared to 2014 values. With the requisition for 2016 increasing over the 2015 amount and the
overall increase in property assessments in 2015, the tax rate levy per $1,000 has increased to $066
from the 2015 rate of $.065.

The table below provides the 2016 contribution amounts for each of the participating regional
districts. Final contribution amounts for 2016 will not be known until the recommended budget is
adopted in February / March 2016.

2015 PB2015 BV 2016 PBRegional District
allocations allocations $ Change over

2015 BV
Comox Valley $700,214 $718,924 $18,710
Strathcona $386,251 $405,429 $19,178
Nanainio $586,077 $610,745 $24,668
Mount Waddington $77,986 $.78,622 $636
Alberni-Clayoquot $285,094 $293,082 $7,988
Powell River $180,201 $185,884 $5,683

Total Requisition $2,215,823 $2,292,687 $76,863

600 Comox Road, Courtenay, B.C. V9N 3P6
Telephone (250) 334-9653 • Fax No. (250) 334-9637

TOLL FREE: 1-800-331-6007
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Page 2

Please contact me by telephone at 250-334-6078 or via email at wbyrne@comoxvalleyrd.ca if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Wendy Byrne CITP, MBA

Manager of Financial Planning

cc: J. MacKenzie, treasurer jmackenzie@rdmw.bc.ca

/ml

North Island 9-1-1
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December 1, 2015 

Dave Rushton 
Chair, Mount Waddington Regional District 

drushton@wosscable.com 

Dear Mr. Rushton: 

We are pleased to advise that BC Emergency Health Services (BCEHS) and Island Health have selected 
Port Hardy in the Mount Waddington Regional District as one of the prototype communities for British 
Columbia’s first Community Paramedicine Initiative. The other communities selected in Island Health are 
Cortes Island, Tofino and Ucluelet. 

Community paramedicine is a new addition to the primary care team that will, in rural communities, 
strengthen the primary care system. The program objectives are to: 

1. Contribute to the stabilization of paramedic staffing in rural and remote communities by
introducing community paramedics with the ability to augment additional shifts in emergency
response capabilities.

2. Bridge health service delivery gaps in the community, identified in collaboration with local
primary care teams, consistent with the paramedics’ scope of practice.

BCEHS is working closely with the Ministry of Health, the province’s Health Authorities, the Ambulance 
Paramedics of BC (Local 873), the First Nations Health Authority and others to implement this initiative, 
which will see at least 80 new full-time equivalents (FTEs) hired to support community paramedicine 
programs in rural and remote communities over the next few years. 

The initiative is being implemented in a phased approach. Phase One began in April of this year with 
Chetwynd, Fort St. James and Hazelton selected as prototype communities in Northern Health, and 
Creston and Princeton selected in Interior Health in August. This rolling start provides the opportunity to 
focus attention on one Health Authority at a time, and enables community paramedics to develop 
contacts needed in each community to ensure they will be well-integrated members of the established 
health care teams. 

During Phase One, paramedic unit chiefs will be working with the Health Authority and local health care 
providers to define the scope of services required and develop a local service plan. Based on the 
experiences and lessons learned in Phase One, community paramedicine program components will be 
developed, and the initiative expanded into other communities beginning early next year. 

1 | P a g e
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Should you have any question about the Community Paramedicine Initiative in your community, please 
contact Alison Mitchell, Director for Strathcona and Mount Waddington, Island Health, at 
Alison.Mitchell@viha.ca  or 250.956.4461; or Mike Aubie, District Manager for BCEHS, at 
Mike.Aubie@bcehs.ca or 250-286-0783. 

Sincerely, 

Linda M. Lupini  Dr. Brendan Carr 
Executive Vice President President and CEO 
Provincial Health Services Authority Island Health Authority 
And BC Emergency Health Services 

cc: Greg Fletcher, Administrator, Mount Waddington Regional District 
Dr. Jeff Beselt, Executive Medical Director, Integrated Health Services, Island Health 
Jodi Jensen, Chief Operating Officer, BCEHS 
Nancy Kotani, Executive Director, Strategic Planning and Implementation, BCEHS 
Rita Jervis, Project Director, Community Paramedicine Initiative, BCEHS 
Rick Mowles, Area Director, Northern Region, BCEHS 
Lance Stephenson, Area Director, Coastal Districts, BCEHS 
Marie Duperreault, Director, Port Alberni/West Coast Community, Island Health 
Alison Mitchell, Director, Strathcona and Mount Waddington, Island Health 
Mike Aubie, District Manager, BCEHS 

2 | P a g e
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H ISLAND/CAMPBELL RIVER

Island Hospitals Project
wins Social Infrastructure award
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t Idind resident ‘Na said island Health Board Chair
Don Hubbard. “Congratulations to all involved, and
our thanks to the Province of BritCh Columbia. the
ministries of Finance and Health and Partnerships
BC, for their t.ont inued support and guidance,”

The new hospitals will i icrease acute care c ip
achy, improved clinical outcomes for patienC. staff
and physicians, while improving Island Health’s
miulity to recruit and retain physicians and other
haalthcare professionals.

“it’s great that the hospitals ‘a hich ss ill provide
h alth care to residents of our region are continu

ing to he globally recognifcu for innovation.’ said
(liarlie (ornfield, chair of the Coniox Stratheona
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ECO PLAN iNTERNATIONAL BROUGHT ON AS CONSULTANT

NORTH
VANCOUVER
ISLAND

DAVID MITCHELL

t’lheie i mucn liippenin, on
N rt Ii \‘aiicous ci Ishi ial
11w das s. )n Cormor

ait I llaiid the Village of Alert
IL , and the Naiiigis First Nat ion
created a joint commit tee to lead
the de\ lopineiit of the “tides of

I iii,e ‘ ecoilornic developnwiit

plan. I coPlan International was
11w hrinietaincd to consult whh
the two co mnumt ics and develop
he plan. I his kind ii cooperation

and s ooi dinat iou 11w F irst Na —

tiou and the Village is bound to
produce good aiid lasting results.

F col q an biter ii at jonah is also the
enstilt ant to the Village of Port

1 ou> ; ecualia

des Iii ilicilt biurpi ml “Port 0
its of i ii” I I adj) mit i itt ii ic ups

and down ot thrir lars st ciii

ployct, Nencel %pecialty ( ellulose.
Ln both o these areas and as a

iesult of locus ones oiioniic de
s elopmeiit planning, a riumbei ol
people lOis COllie torward want—
ilig to start their own businesses.
A sure sipi i that cut repreneurisin
i alive and will, especially dur
11W tililes of adversits.

In Poit 11 ird the Kiwatsi Eco
flOlliiC L)evchipinent ( orporalion
lormed by the (wa’sala—’Nak
waxda’xw I’ irst Nat ions con
tinues to be an economic force
in that coin munity. In its first
year ot operation the Corpora
tion has now purchased two ho
tels, the Hardy Inn, which will
lie renamed ka’lilas hotel and
he Seagate Hotel, which will

be renanied t lie ‘Seagate land
ing” Plans are made tar major
redevelopment of both hotels.
KI D( also officially opened its
10,000 square toot cold storage
unit this fall.

a——
Port I lardy is also working on a

new Freight Policy with BC Fer
ries to open the shipping corridor

totlicceilr.ii 11 :e 1’,

ness II emipany ssrvlcilig I
I lards, 1/co Solutions I Itt. Allison
Me( arrick has been promot s d
Horn l)irector of I inan ial Ser
vk es to t lie CA() ol thi. District
of Port hlard.

Visiturs to the Vancouver I la ml
North region tram June to Sep

tember 1015 ss crc asked ii I her’
would like to submit their email
addresses to receive a sums v
011cc they returned home. 971
mail addresses WCI collected

and 522 surveys ws’ie completed.
I he results ol I lie srn vey show
that the average length of stay
in the region was 5.5 nights. We
learned that 55 per cent of these
visitors planned their trip at least
one month in advance, with 12

per cent of those planning more
than six months ahead. The top
sources for information v crc
destination—specific websiles,
friends and relatives, and region—
a] tourism guides or brochures.
Top attractions visited were
parks and trails, and beaches,
while top activities participated
in were beach activities, whale
watching, and hiking. Vancouver
Island North received a 4.O out of
s rating for overall satisfaction

Ii uiil rtsj’i1e11t 1 0’ Cs

1 tespite sonic still 1 ii Ii i

last spi i n I 1w Port M NedI •md
l)islriet ( hainber oh ( oninwrcc
is up and i unnni ii ii on
its annual Boone As i d (,ala
for Noi s ml ii 20. I iii ( h imlu
ned it Iv lam lis d t rs des t loi (1
ss ebsit e: htt p ss ss s p

ne ill .11 et

(oininimimit hut mires 1t k ad
dinglon Vu as Ithe’’u si It) rw I lie
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ire h( liis el owl
tolio yW it.” lu Ii

as tivit5 Ia t ‘yea
uullion doll us of
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& Industrial Supply Ltd
S iS

h Industrial & Safety Supplies

% ij Fire Ext. Charging &
Testing, Complete Wire

j Rope Rigging Shop
Campbell River, BM. Courtenay, BC.

Ph 250-286-1027 Ph 250-334-3707

Fx: 250-286-1024 Fx: 250-334-3721 )
—
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CAMPBELL
RI\JER

Campbell River Wins
Energy Plan Support

[‘he Cliv of( inipheIl Riser hj’
i’-’en eieeted ,i one of three pilot
ommunitas from .u rc’s inada
t ..eue oco h’ur or pp.r
from leading energy experts for
up to a year.

(ampbell Ri’ er, Calgary and the
Reiion of W iterloo ss ill be assist
ed by experts at the Community
Energy Asouiatfon and UFST

()jlaiitv Lrh.in Frierv Sstms
of lomorrow and ‘Oi stainable
l’rospt’ritv. In Campbell River. the
expertise will help implement our
Community Energ and Emissions
Plan.

• [‘his support is valued at ap
proximately S45,000. Campbell
Pxvtrsapplieitjonwischoentrom
among dozens of submissions that
were scored on how well they align

• with the Community Erergv Plan—
m nm . Getting to Implementation

mGTI) in Canada initiative,
G I [is a national. multi-year

initiatise focused on building
the capacity of communities to
implement community •‘nergv
plans. A community enerv plan
s a tool th t heljs define corn
mnunitv prioriti Iriond ‘nergv
with a View to Improving f—
ticici Cy, utt n fl1si) 1 md
In in5, cee I mi

roducts111
)ple Smile

eoomnent . \V bile 1

mmunitm-s aoss (

.da. spresentin so per
out f the population,

have such a plin, torn
inunities race challen
ges when it comes t )

i mnplementation.

P.o relt that the hot
lug to implementation

proicut team skill
strongly aligned with the
needs identitied in the
Expression of Inter
est submitted by Camp
bell River,” says Dale
lililejolin. Executive Dir
ector of the Community

Energy .\ssociation. “and
that Campbell River’s
success would make
for i good model that
could he widely replicat
ed by other communities
across Canada.”

[‘he City of Campbell Riv
er is thrilled to have been
hosen as one ot the GTI Pilot

Communitie.,” says
Ron Neufeld, the City’s
deputy city manager
md general manager of
operations. “While we
hive made some prog
ress in terms of imple
rnenting our Community
F ne rgv and E mis siflfl

Plan. we anticipate the
‘xpert support will help
os make signitic mnt

tn 5 t iw mrd i hms
11, ur 1son mud Ps
,ir,PseIl RG n’s ( m

nnmniv F r.orgv and Fmi
dons Plan confronts the
ri.ks of rising energy
prices and climate change
with the vision that
works toward a sustain
b1e, resilient, prosperous
and i ealthv c mmun
‘v. it i I’de in “crgv

is I

—‘ r v : .

‘11

speed Internet
Provides Options

.\iruorts tenants mud
the industni ml properties
surrounding the (amp

bell Riser Airport (YBE)
no’.v have more options for
heh-speed Internet access
to support their hu’iness.
El: I [‘S connected their
enterprise level network
to the Campbell River
Airport earlier this year,
and Shaw Coinmunica
lions connected their
high—speed broadband In
ternet to the airport lands
it the end of Septem
ber. North [sla nd Corn —

mu n icat ions will act as
the service provider to
distribute high-
speed Internet ac
cess to airport tenants.

There are many advan
tages to operating a busi
ness near the Campbell
River Airport. and the
\irport Authority wel
comes the opportunity to
work with existini busi
nesses and introduce new
husineses to YRL,” says

Simsall Sinmiolt of the Air
port Ant horitv.
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Regional district condemns board’s actions
towards director

• by
• posted Oct 27, 2015 at 12:00 PM

The Strathcona Regional District is rallying behind one of its directors who has been told he is no longer
welcome on the forestry board he has sat on for the last seven years.

Gerald Whallev, director for electoral Area A. was told to leave a meeting of the Mid Island Forestry
Lands Advisory Group (MIFLAG) on Sept. 22 and to not come back.

Whalley said he angered the Western Forest Products representatives who sit on the advisory group
board by questioning the group’s clean audit.

His reasoning, he said, was he had become suspicious of the forestry group following a controversial
vote on a motion related to Western Forest Products use of herbicides in the Sayward Valley.

“I appealed the audit findings and this made them angry,” Whalley said. “So the forester said. you’re
no longer welcome here.’ We’re meeting on private property so I had to leave.”

Whalley said three others left with him and another MIFLAG meeting was then scheduled for Tuesday,
Oct. 27, after the Mirror went to press.

At last Thursday’s regional district meeting, the Strathcona Regional District board — the body which
appointed Whalley to the MIFLAG board — approved sending Cortes Director Noba Anderson. in
addition to Whalley. to the meeting in the event Whalley was escorted off the meeting premises
(Western Forest Products’ Menzies Bay office).

Directors said they wanted Whalley to attend to make a statement.

In a letter to MIFLAG, regional district Chair Jim Abram took the group to task for its dismissal of
Whalley.

.l would like to convey the regional district board’s extreme disappointment with the action ou have
taken concerning Director Whalley.’ Abram said. “I have never encountered any company that has
dismissed a member appointed by another agency. solely due to the fact that the disagree with the
company’s views on silvicuhure. Advisory groups are put in place to give advice. You can take that
advice or not, hut dismissal of an appointee because of that advice is totally inappropriate. Every
member of MIFLAG must be free to discuss and to vote as they wish on these issues without hostility or
intimidations.”

Abram added that the group’s “failure to follow due process is unacceptable and your conduct towards
Director Whalley is both unethical and disrespectful.”

At last Thursday’s regional district meeting. directors threw their support behind Whailev.

“Director Whalley has served on the MIFLAG con mittee for the past seven years with absolutely no
issues and no problems until Western Forest Products ca.me to at. impasse over the. Strathcor.a Regional
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District’s position on herbicide application in the Sayward Valley,” Leigh said. “They used Director
Whalley as their scapegoat.”

Whalley said the problems started when a motion went before the MIFLAG hoard to increase Western’s
allowable use of herbicides. A vote was called on the motion, with six voting in favour and four against.
Whalley said the motion was declared carried, or passed, even though, as WTialley contests, in the
forestry group’s Terms of Reference it states that “decisions which must be made by MIFLAG are done
by consensus building techniques where consensus is deemed to be no strong opposition.”

Whallev said he requested that the minutes of the Sept. 22 meeting — which have not been posted to
MlFLAGs website — show that the motion failed.

Following that Sept. 22 meeting. Jeff Ternan. operations manager for Western, wrote a brief letter to the
regional district stating that Whalley’ s participation in MIFLAG had been terminated.

“In light of recent events, Gerald Whalley is no longer welcome to participate in. or attend any further
MIFLAG meetings or functions.” Ternan wrote, but didn’t explain further in the letter the reasoning
behind that decision.

Amy Spencer. director of communications and government relations with Western Forest Products.
would only say that Western is working with the regional district to resolve the issue.

“We are looking into this issue to determine that due process was followed by all parties involved,”
Spencer wrote in an email Monday afternoon. “To be clear, we welcome the opinions of all members of
the community advisory group (MIFLAG) and it is our goal to proactively resolve any issues that have
been raised with the Strathcona Regional District directly. We are confident that we will find a mutually
agreeable outcome to this situation.”

In the meantime, the regional district will be seeking legal advice as to whether an outside agency, such
as MIFLAG, is allowed to terminate an appointment requested of and made by the regional district
board.

About MIFLAG

The Mid Island Forest Advisory Lands Advisory Group is made up of several community
representatives including a councillor from the City of Campbell River (Charlie Cornfield), a regional
district director (Whalley). members from School District 72, the Sayward Fish and Game Club, First
Nations. and the Campbell River Chamber of Commerce, as well as Western Forest Product
representativ es.

The group serves as a public participation process in the area of sustainable forest management. which
Western Forest Products adheres to.

The committee is not a decision making body but makes recommendations to MIFLAG which Western
is not required to accept. Meetings are held at Western Forest Products’ Menzies Bay office
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Letter from the Executive Director 

Dear friend, 

Living Oceans has learned that something very odd is 
happening on and around open net-pen salmon 
farms on the British Columbia coast. A surprising 
number have sea lice levels that are completely out 
of control. Meanwhile, fishermen are reporting dead 
prawns and shrimp in their traps, or worse—there are 
no shrimp at all in areas they’ve fished for 30 years or 
more. We suspect there’s much more to the story. 

 

 

   Salmon farms are supposed to treat their 
fish for sea lice when levels rise to an 
average of three lice per fish. During this 
year’s out-migration of juvenile wild salmon, 
some of the farms reported levels of over 
20 lice per fish. According to the reports of 
the companies involved, treatments with 
both SLICE and hydrogen peroxide failed to 
control the infestation. 

Click to open a pdf of the map showing 
salmon farms over the sea lice 
threshold. 

In Norway, home to the same companies 
that do business here, regulators are also 
responding to concerns about shrimp and 
prawn. The Norwegian Fisheries Ministry 
cites new evidence from the University of 
Bergen concerning the use of combination 
drug treatments to kill sea lice that have become resistant to the usual products, to the effect that 
this approach is more toxic to shrimp and prawns than any of the drugs used alone. The research 
also points to the use of unapproved “cocktails” of drugs. It appears that Norway is moving to 
restrict the use of these lice control methods to areas well removed from shellfish harvesting 
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areas. 

But back here on the West Coast, governments just approved a second open net-pen farm in Clio 
Channel, right in an active prawn and shrimp trawling area, over the objections of fishermen. 

 Escaped Atlantic farmed salmon in B.C.’s rivers 

 

 The salmon farming industry in British Columbia has been self-reporting a remarkable improvement in 
controlling the escape of farmed salmon: numbers have fallen from a high of 111,000 in 2008 to a mere three 
fish in 2015. For years, we’ve been trying to verify those numbers with data from DFO’s Atlantic Salmon Watch 
program. DFO records reports from anglers and commercial fishermen who find escaped Atlantics. But since 
1996, the data have not been publicly available. So we were both delighted and appalled when our GIS Analyst 
Carrie Robb came across a Province of B.C. publication that apparently had access to the data. Carrie created 
this map showing where escaped Atlantics have been found. 

Note that the Atlantic Salmon Watch data set ends in 2006, whereas the farm locations shown on the map are 
current sites, so the correlation isn’t entirely clear; but it matters little, given how far afield those sightings are. 
Back in 1994-1996, DFO was also reporting over 100 Atlantics caught in Alaskan commercial fisheries. 

The concerns with escapes are numerous: the potential to transmit diseases; predation, competition and 
colonization of rivers by the million-plus farmed Atlantic salmon that have escaped over the years. DFO shut 
down investigation as soon as the first indication of colonization appeared, in 1996-97. 

DFO’s website assures us today that ‘extensive field work’ was conducted in 2011 and 2012 to ensure that no 
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B.C. rivers were colonized. The work consisted of a single snorkel swim of each of six rivers in 2011 and the 
same six plus two more in 2012. The survey was done by staff who were being trained to identify Atlantics from 
among the tens to tens of thousands of other fish in the rivers. They didn’t find any Atlantics. The study’s 
authors do note, however, that it could be “difficult” to be sure they hadn’t missed one, when observing pools of 
thousands of very similar-looking wild salmon. 

Living Oceans has tried working with industry to fix the problems caused by open net-pen salmon farms. We 
worked with them on the science and we tried to establish certification standards that we could all agree upon. 
Industry abandoned and now regularly denies the science; they refused meaningful certification standards. 
Now, we find they’re cutting corners on the audits for farm certification. For example, Marine Harvest’s Marsh 
Bay farm achieved Aquaculture Stewardship certification in January 2015. Our review of the audit disclosed 
abundant non-compliance with the standards. Before the end of February, it reported accidental drownings of 
four sea lions, surpassing its two-year quota for lethal wildlife interactions. Our appeal of the certification had 
to be made to the same person who performed the audit—hardly a process to inspire confidence. We’ve kicked 
our appeal up to Accreditation Services International, the body that oversees auditors, to see if they are 
prepared to stand up for rigorous and transparent auditing processes. 

Meanwhile, Marine Harvest markets its Marsh Bay product as sustainably farmed salmon, even while dealing 
with an uncontrolled infestation of sea lice (the farm was reporting 23.77 adult female lice per fish in April 2015, 
nearly eight times the treatment threshold). 

  

We need more capacity to be able to watchdog an industry that is increasingly 
cloaking itself in greenwash 

 
 
It’s no secret that open net-pen salmon farms are harmful to wild salmon, or that Living Oceans has been 
intent on getting them into closed containment since our inception in 1998. But now we find ourselves in 
need of your support so we can hire a salmon farming campaigner to maintain this important work. Over 
the years we’ve advocated for wild salmon with the provincial and federal governments, engaged directly 
with salmon farmers to work out a system where farms would lie fallow during out-migrations, worked to 
improve the scientific understanding of the diseases and parasites that are bred in the farms, partnered on 
pilot closed containment projects, and provided key testimony at the Cohen Commission inquiry into the 
‘missing’ Fraser River sockeye. 

We were optimistic that the Justice Cohen’s recommendations would be a turning point in our campaign 
against salmon farms, but the Harper government ignored them entirely. Meanwhile, this year’s Fraser 
River early summer sockeye returns were less than half of the predicted 837,000. Even without any fishery 
at all, spawning estimates for most stocks are about half of what were expected. 

 Sincerely, 
Karen Wristen 
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BC
Bcsfa Publishes
First Sustainability
Progress Report

Salmon farmers in British (el
urnhia are taking further steps o
wards increasing the availability
of inrormation on farming practi
1nd key areas of public intercNt

by publishing a Sustainability
Progress Report, released t iday
at GO.\I. ads in Vancouver, The
report, a first for salmon farmers
in BC, includes information on
all three pillars of sustainabil
its’: environmental, social and
economic.

The report provides clarification
and updates on a number of isues
of public interest. Key highlights
include:

• Antibiotic Use in the BC salmon
farming industry, while low, has
de reased ses en—fold over U e past
decade, c urrentiv silting at ap
proximately o grams of antibiotic
pH scrihed per tonne ofproduc Hon.

• Significant improw mrnts have
been made by feed development
companies to replace marine oil
and proteins urces v. ith plant and
animal our es. Today the majorilv
of salmon feed cont airis less than lS
per cent marine based ro Tuct

• salmon farmerc are commmttd
to third-party certirLatsn: eery
farm in BC meets the reqmurementc
or at least one third-party system.

• per cent of salmon raised in

1* is done so under an agrem’ient
ss itO I irst Nannus.

• salmon farmiin ribut
)vur $ it-billion tosvdrd\ th C

CC( ii’ myandre5illClndb u ,.J 30

There hae been ,reat rains
made n many Lie et of thi Lui
flCss, .s hich began in PC just o’. er

years ace, and there C still a lot
of work to be done’ said Jeremy
[)unn, I xecutivc Dmreetw ot the
BLSFA. ( 1ur n mr.bers have sho.’’n
the commitment and dedication to
ensuring the lung-term stability 01
the sector, the ocean environment
and marine ‘. ild species. Fhis a -

port helps to both share these gains
and continue th dah gut’ on 1

tfler improvements.”
The BCSFA intends to rele ise

annual updates to its Sustaina
bilitv Progress Report, vhili is in
add it ion to information published
by member compani s, Fisheries
and Oceans Canada, and other
icademic sources, provides an
extremely comprehensive view
into the operations of BC’s sal
mon tarms. In addition, BCSL\
m mher omp mIPS growinc At
lantic salmon have also begun
publishing information on sea lice
man Igement online on a monthly
bsi . rhis intormata n will in
COide LIce levels on tarms as well j
any management nieacues th t
n whasebcnOkn.
‘e http:. H5aIinoni rrncN. I
angory. news-reiease
(M IW \ppointc [wo New

Leaders to Support Vancorver
bland Manufacturers

Quality Prc
i’slake Peop
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

 

2300 RYAN RD,  COURTE NAY,  BC,  V9N 8N6    WWW.NIC.BC.C A 
TEL:  250.334.5270   F AX:  250. 334.5269  JOHN.BOWM AN @NIC. BC. C A  
 
 

 
December 1, 2015 
 
 
 

NORTH ISLAND COLLEGE PLAN 2020 
2016-2020 STRATEGIC PLAN 

 
 
 
It is my pleasure to provide you with the attached PDF copy of North Island College’s new Strategic 
Plan – NIC Plan 2020. The Plan may also be downloaded at this link: www.nic.bc.ca/NICPlan2020. 
The Plan includes nine strategic priorities and 44 goals for North Island College to pursue over the 
next five years. 
 
North Island College was established in 1975, as part of the B.C. community college system, 
with a mandate to serve the educational needs of the people and communities of the North 
Island Region.  At North Island College we are committed to providing high quality, relevant 
education and opportunities for lifelong learning. 
 
Our vision of North Island College as a premier community and destination college that 
inspires and prepares students for success in a rapidly changing world is ambitious and future-
focused. This vision will be realized through the collective efforts of our employees and in 
collaboration with our educational and community partners.  
 
North Island College actively engages employees, students, educational and organizational 
partners in order to stay connected to the needs and wants of our communities.  To this end, I 
invite you to contact me (250-334-5270 or at john.bowman@nic.bc.ca) to share your thoughts 
about our college priorities and goals or any ideas that you have about how we can work 
together.  
 
I extend my sincere thanks to you for your support of North Island College. I look forward to 
any questions or comments you may have regarding our current and future directions. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
John Bowman 
President 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

www.nic.bc.ca/NICPlan2020  
 

 
Attachment: 1 
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File: F-11-6-1 

 

VANCOUVER ISLAND NORTH WOODLANDS ADVISORY GROUP 
(VINWAG) 

Western Forest Products Inc. 
Community Advisory Group 

Minutes of Meeting November 12th, 2015 
 
 
Attendance:   
Jon Flintoft, WFP   Gaby Wickstrom, Port McNeill & District Chamber of Commerce  
Gunnar Wigard, Large Contractors Ione Brown, NICFLP 
David Wall, Karst and Caving  Jeff Houle, Small Contractors 
Ray Harper, Labour   John Tidbury, District of Port Hardy  
Tom Doak-Dunelly, General Public Steve Lacasse, Environment 
Dave Trebett, Tourism and Recreation Graham MacDonald, Town of Port McNeill 
Patrick Donaghy, Local Government Fred Roberston, Education 
Ben Trerise, Fish and Wildlife   
        
Presenter: Duncan Mactavish, Recreation Sites and Trails B.C. 
Regrets: David Steele, WFP, Dale Dorward, Small Business, Janet Dorward, Business 
Observers: Joli White, Recreation and Tourism Alternate, Jim McDowell, NIFO Planning Manager, WFP 
Advisors: Paul Barolet, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources Operations 
Chairperson and Facilitator:  Annemarie Koch 
Minutes taken by:  Jon Flintoft and Annemarie Koch 
 
1.0 SAFETY AND INTRODUCTIONS 

Annemarie welcomed everyone to the meeting, stressed the importance of safety in WFP’s operations 
and reviewed the procedures to follow in the event of an emergency. Annemarie reviewed the objectives 
of the meeting, namely to review the minutes and action items from the September 10th meeting, hear a 
presentation by Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources Operations Recreation Sites and Trails 
B.C. representative Duncan Mactavish on future plans for the development and maintenance of 
recreation sites on the DFA (recreation, Criterion 5, Economic and Social Benefits), review and distribute 
the annual participant satisfaction survey, review the September 11th field trip, review the results of the 
October 22nd panel session on recruitment and retention of a skilled forestry workforce on the North 
Island, discuss WFP’s recent creation of a Central Island Forestry Operation and a move to shiftwork, 
review the draft 2016 schedule of meetings, and set the date of the next meeting, which will be in 
February of 2016. 

Annemarie reminded everyone to take a look at the operational map that Jon had brought for members to 
review. She welcomed presenter Duncan Mactavish and then invited everyone to introduce themselves 
for the benefit of the presenter.  

2.0 REVIEW OF LAST MEETING MINUTES AND ACTION ITEMS 
 
Annemarie asked if there were any comments on the minutes of the September 10th meeting and 
reviewed action items requiring updates or immediate attention with members, and the results of the 
discussion are summarized in the table below, along with the addition or modification of 5 action items 
developed during the course of this meeting. For the benefit of new or recent members, Annemarie noted 
that she would be assuming all members had read their minutes and would not be taking additional time 
to go through them at the meeting, other than to deal with questions, changes and action items. Action 
items that were completed were dropped from the list and revised action items were retained as modified. 
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It was noted that most of the action items were ongoing in 2016, and that action item 173 had been 
incorporated in the draft 2016 meeting schedule, and 182,183 and 184 had been completed by this 
meeting. 
 

 

 
 
Annemarie added that, unless members of VINWAG wished to discuss any of these ongoing items, and 
unless there were any comments or changes, she would ask members to adopt the minutes of the 
previous meeting. The minutes were accepted as circulated.  
 
 
 

ACTION ITEMS

# Item Responsibility Initiation Date Target Date Completion Date 

140 
Follow up on 
engaging youth in 
SFMP 

Fred 
Robertson/Jon 

Flintoft/ 
Kindry Mercer/A. 

Koch 

June 27, 2013 Ongoing, in 
2015-16  

163 

Provide an update on 
the Pacific TSA 
Timber Supply 
Review 

Jon Flintoft September 11, 
2014 Later in 2016  

175 

Dedicate a future 
meeting to a 
presentation on 
stumpage by a 
government and a 
WFP representative 

Annemarie Koch April 23, 2015 Sometime in 
2016  

177 

Review the wording 
for the target related 
to Target 2 of 
Indicator 
3.1.1,number of slides 
treated so that it is 
clearer and more 
easily measured and 
tracked 

Annemarie 
Koch/Jon  

Flintoft 
April 23, 2015 For 2015 annual 

report  

178 

Coordinate production 
of a local map of 
roads and 
recreational sites in 
the DFA 

Kindry Mercer June 4, 2015 Sometime in 
2016  

185 

Send reminder to 
VINWAG members to 
fill out participant 
satisfaction surveys 
and attach survey in 
Word format 

Annemarie Koch November 12, 
2015 

November 13, 
2015  

186 
Respond to 
participant satisfaction 
survey 

VINWAG 
Members 

November 12, 
2015 

November 20, 
2015  

187 

Submit questions for 
WFP senior 
management re: 
CIFO amalgamation 
to Annemarie 

VINWAG 
Members 

November 12, 
2015 

November 26, 
2015  

188 

Invite Bill Day to meet 
with VINWAG and 
NWAC members to 
answer questions re: 
CIFO amalgamation 

Jon Flintoft November 12, 
2015 

Before the end 
of 2015  

189 

Provide further input 
on draft 2016 meeting 
schedule to 
Annemarie 

VINWAG 
Members 

November 12, 
2015 

November 20, 
2015  
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3.0 FUTURE PLANS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF RECREATION SITES WITHIN 
THE DFA: DUNCAN MACTAVISH, RECREATION SITES AND TRAILS B.C., MOFLNRO 

 
Duncan began his presentation by outlining the mandate of Recreation Sites and Trails B.C. (RSTBC) 
and his role as District Recreation Officer for this Recreation  District. Duncan noted that he does not 
report to the District Manager but to a Regional Manager in Powell River. 
 
Duncan noted that the mandate of RSTBC is to promote and manage a network of designated recreation 
sites and trails, manage public recreational use and protect recreation resources on Crown Lands outside 
designated parks and authorize construction of recreation facilities on Crown Land. 
 
Duncan outlined the legal elements and definitions for recreational sites and trails under the Forest and 
Range Practices Act, including sections 56, 57 and 58, and the Forest Recreation regulations. 
 
He outlined developments that were under the purview of the District Recreation office, described the 
recreation regions in the Province and provided an organizational chart showing program staff throughout 
the Province. 
 
Duncan noted that the Discovery Coast Recreation District  that he covers ranges from Bella Coola down 
to Campbell River. 
 
He noted that he has 207 recreation sites and 39 recreation trails currently in the Discovery Coast District  
and 14 more sites proposed for 2016. Duncan referred to the partnership agreements that help his 
organization get things done. He noted that current partners include First Nations, community groups, 
forest companies, regional districts and municipal governments. He pointed to three karst sites in this 
District, including Upana Caves, Thanksgiving Cave and Candlestick Cave. He explained that access to 
these caves ranges from free and open to the public to quite limited to protect the karst resources. 
 
Duncan reviewed some of the provincial statistics for his organization. He noted that any user fees 
collected go back to the site from which the fees are collected. For example, he noted that fees from Clint 
Beek go back into managing that site. He noted that, currently, only one of the sites in the Province pays 
for itself. 
 
Duncan reviewed the benefits of the partnership model. He noted there are 17 partnership agreements on 
the Discovery Coast, including 4 on the North Island with the ‘Namgis First Nation, WFP, RDMW and a 
private individual. He pointed to some of the partnership agreements that they hoped to develop over the 
next few years. He referenced the Marine Trails Network. 
 
Duncan reviewed the history of development of recreation sites on the North Island, noting many of them 
were not legally established. He noted that the economic downturn had restricted recreational 
development starting in 2008 and pointed to how efforts had been made to continue with limited 
resources to develop as many recreational initiatives as possible, including the Alice lake Loop. 
 
Duncan noted that the Forest Service recreation function had been absent for a number of years in early 
2000 but that efforts were being made now to rebuild much of what had been lost. Duncan reviewed the 
funding sources he uses to develop and maintain recreation sites and trails in this region. He noted that, 
in 2015, 40% of the budget has gone into this area, and a total of almost $700,000 has been invested in 
the North Island since 2010. He noted, for example, that RSTBC had invested close to $95,000 in the 
Clint Beek site over the past few years, and that this had been supplemented by investments from WFP. 
 
Duncan noted that funds had been invested in Marble River and Spruce Bay to bring these sites up to 
provincial standards. Duncan noted that a significant amount of money had been spent on Vanishing 
River and that much of this was lost during a 100 year flood event. He added that the site had been 
subsequently rehabilitated and then another flood had destroyed the site improvements and so now the 
site has been left and RSTBC will not be putting any more funds into the site. 
 
Duncan pointed to challenges of maintaining existing sites and trails to Provincial standards. He noted 
that RSTBC had contributed to the Woss lookout tower project. 
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He noted that investments in the Marine Trail Network were ongoing, to identify sites of interest along the 
coast between B.C. and Alaska, and develop camping and picnic spots along the way. He noted that 
money had been invested in an archaeological assessment in Quatsino Sound to support recreational 
development there. 
 
Duncan reviewed some of the program challenges, including vandalism, increased demand for 
recreational sites, access management and planning and use conflicts, including public versus 
commercial, motorized versus non-motorized, and staffing. 
 
Ben asked about the future of the Marble River Trail. Duncan noted that a lot of money would be required 
to bring the trail to Provincial standards, and that a decision had been made to focus on the campsite. He 
reminded members that the mandate of his organization was back country recreation. It was noted that 
the trail largely lies within B.C. Parks’ jurisdiction in any case. 
 
John asked about the Vancouver Island Spine recreational trail. Duncan noted that this was the 
Vancouver Island Spine trail group’s initiative and that RSTBC was not actively involved with this group at 
this time. He noted that this was a huge undertaking with many hurdles related to consultation with many 
parties, and authorization over land use, and that it was not likely the route would receive legal 
authorization and permits in the near future. 
 
Fred noted that a link from this trail to the Cape Scott trail would be beneficial to tourism development in 
this region. 
 
Dave Trebett asked if there was a list of sites on the North Island that RSTBC was looking at cleaning up. 
Duncan noted that the Alice Lake Loop was a priority. He pointed to the work that WFP was doing in this 
area and added that they would be looking at some more sites out toward Holberg, and Merry Widow. 
 
It was noted that the North Island tourism association had put together a recreational map and that the 
group had been consulting with WFP on this. 
 
It was noted that the Backroads Map people were looking at producing a guide specific to the North 
Island. 
 
Fred noted that he had been looking at the maps that WFP employees have available on their iPads. It 
was noted that Avenza is a free app that can be used as a map, and that maps can be purchased from 
the Backroads people that can be downloaded onto an iPad and used for this area. It was noted that 
hundreds of kilometres of new road are built annually in and adjacent to the DFA and that the updates 
might not be available through many of the downloads. Ben pointed to a number of existing maps that are 
available off the Internet.  
 
Graham noted that trails are one of the top activities on the North Island and that access to good maps is 
critical. 
 
Duncan noted that signage was critical to ensure safe access. 
 
Joli asked about the Merry Widow Mountain site and it was noted that this was an older site that had not 
been maintained to provincial standards. 
 
Joli asked about the sites listed on the RSTBC website and wondered why sites, e.g. Ida Lake and 
Bonanza, would have been taken off this list. Duncan noted again that the only sites that would be listed 
in future would be those that were legally established and that meet provincial standards (market ready). 
 
Duncan noted that there was an interactive map on the RSTBC website now and that efforts were being 
be made to improve marketing and promotion of the sites and trails. Jon showed some photos of 
recreation sites in the DFA, including Clint Beek campsite and Marble River that illustrated the benefits 
and challenges of operating recreational sites in this region. It was noted that costs for access to sites like 
Merry Widow can be prohibitive, and where partnerships with WFP might be useful, if development plans 
permit. 
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4.0 ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION SURVEY: ANNEMARIE KOCH 
 
Annemarie noted that the surveys had previously been distributed in Word format so that members had 
the option to fill them out and submit them digitally, or to print them off and submit them as paper forms. 
 
She invited members to fill out the surveys and, even if they did not wish to fill out the entire forms, to 
provide feedback on how the format and content of the meetings could be improved to enhance the public 
input process. She asked members what a reasonable deadline for submission of the surveys would be 
and it was agreed that the responses should be submitted by email, mail or by hand to either Jon or 
Annemarie by November 20, 2015. 
 
It was agreed that Annemarie should send out a reminder to fill out the participant satisfaction surveys 
and attach a copy of the survey in Word. 
 
 
5.0 DISCUSSION OF SEPTEMBER 11TH FIELD TRIP: JON FLINTOFT 
 
Jon reviewed the field trip itinerary and participants. He noted that there had been a discussion of 
stumpage calculation led by Kevin Laird and Jennifer Bendickson. 
 
Jon reviewed the results of the tour of Quatern’s operation and noted that WFP’s communications person 
Zac Whyte had attended the tour. He noted that the tour continued to Neroutsos Inlet where Murray Estlin 
talked about viewscapes and visual quality objectives.  
 
Annemarie noted that a copy of the field trip summary was available on the PAG website. 
 
6.0 REVIEW OF OCTOBER 22 PANEL SESSION ON RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF A 

SKILLED FORESTRY WORKFORCE ON THE NORTH ISLAND: ANNEMARIE KOCH 
 

Annemarie noted that she had previously circulated a summary of the session on November 5th. She 
added that a small working committee, including a number of VINWAG members, had been formed to 
follow up on developing a strategy to better engage forestry workers in the region and that this group 
would be getting together in January, 2016 and would report back to VINWAG in the New Year. 

 
7.0 DISCUSSION OF THE CREATION OF WFP’S CENTRAL ISLAND FOREST OPERATION AND 

THE MOVE TO SHIFTWORK: STEVE LACASSE 
 
Annemarie invited Steve to open the discussion and Steve noted that he had learned about the 
amalgamation process that had created the Central Island Forest Operation in the newspaper and it had 
concerned him greatly so he had asked Jon to discuss the implications of this amalgamation to the North 
Island as a whole. 
 
He asked Jon to explain what WFP’s position was with respect to the North Island DFA. Jon reviewed the 
amalgamation of Holberg, Port Hardy and Port McNeill into the North Island Forestry Operation in Port 
McNeill. Jon explained that there would still be people working in Holberg and Port Alice and that they 
would continue with five and two day shifts.  
 
Jon noted that on September 10, 2015, it was announced that Gold River, Englewood and Mid Island had 
been amalgamated into the Central Island Forest Operation. He noted the planners would move into the 
Campbell River office, but that supervisors would be still operating out of Englewood and Gold River. It 
was noted that there would be a variety of shift options under this operation. 
 
Steve asked why Englewood wasn’t merged into NIFO since the wood comes this way. It was noted that 
the wood is just as close to Gold River and Campbell River and that there was an overall desire of the 
company to centralize in Campbell River. It was noted that much of the staff was driving up from 
Campbell River every day anyway. 
 
It was noted that Beaver Cove and the railway would continue to operate.  
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Patrick noted his concern for the viability of Woss as a community with the effects of the amalgamation. 
Patrick pointed to the value of the Woss fire department as a first responder for highway accidents. He 
noted that Woss was just barely holding on as a community now and that he feared the new shift 
schedule would further erode the community’s viability. 
 
Fred noted that this topic was important to members of VINWAG, as it relates to Criterion 5 and the value 
of community stability. He noted that what both companies and communities are looking for is balance 
and quality of life for employees, and that this happens by having active communities supported by viable 
business operations. He noted his concern for the move to shiftwork and said that this particular business 
decision could have a significant impact on communities on the North Island. He noted, therefore, that 
members of this group should have some input or be able to comment on decisions like this. 
 
Graham noted that WFP’s decision was going to have a serious impact on our community and that we 
need to diversify in order to keep our communities going. He pointed out that forestry is a diminishing 
industry and that we need to look at other ways of building our communities and taking more control of 
our economy and future. 
 
Steve noted that the company should listen to the group on matters that concern community stability, as 
this is one of the values identified in the certification process. He noted that the group is helping the 
company to stay certified, and members need to make their feelings known about decisions that impact 
our communities in this way. 
 
Graham noted that he felt forestry was ‘done’ on the North Island and that there were no new ideas 
coming out of the industry here that would create new jobs or revenue. 
 
Dave Trebett shared his previous experience with the introduction of shiftwork and noted that it had 
resulted in a loss of revenue for him personally as a long term employee, and that the workforce would 
tend to become more transient and not contribute to community stability.  
 
It was suggested that it was maybe time for members of the group to say ‘enough is enough’ on business 
decisions that have negatively impacted community stability. 
 
It was noted that the company made a profit last year and that decisions like this were not necessarily 
made by shareholders to deal with profit margins, but by senior management in the company who had no 
interest in and did not support this region. 
 
There was a discussion of the effects of shiftwork and it was noted that NIFO might not stay with five and 
two shifts.  
 
There was a discussion of what the members of VINWAG could do to bring their concerns to senior 
management at WFP. 
 
Jon noted that the minutes from these meetings do go to the senior management at WFP in Campbell 
River. 
 
It was noted that, for now, there would still be a Nimpkish Defined Forest Area. And that it would not be 
amalgamated into the North Island Defined Forest Area. 
 
It was suggested that a senior representative of WFP be invited to address members of the public 
advisory groups, VINWAG and NWAC. It was noted that the North Island is the flagship of WFP, but that 
this is not reflected in the location of the company’s administrative offices. Steve noted he would like to 
ask senior management why the offices for Englewood were moved to Campbell River and not here, and 
Patrick asked whether there was a way for the company to contribute more to communities, for example 
investing to keep the school open in Woss, to help stabilize the community and, ultimately the workforce. 
 
Fred asked whether WFP was at this time considering extending the model that was being employed to 
the south of us to this area, making Campbell River the head administrative office for all of the North 
Island. 
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It was noted that the group needed to find someone at WFP to answer questions that the group has in a 
meaningful way.  
 
Patrick noted that Shannon Janzen has agreed to come up and address the Regional District about 
concerns that have been expressed. 
 
Graham noted that property values in communities will be hugely impacted by these decisions. 
 
Paul suggested that people be given time to formulate some questions and pass them on to Annemarie 
over the next week. Patrick suggested that, in view of the significance of this matter, we should consider 
holding another meeting in 2015. It was agreed that another meeting should be held in the near future. 
John Tidbury noted that a good corporate citizen should support communities. 
 
It was noted once again that the advisory group should be given information about decisions that are 
going to affect community stability so significantly. 
 
There was a discussion of what the group might expect to hear from a WFP representative. Members 
agreed to proceed with questions posed at this meeting and any additional questions submitted by 
November 26, 2015, and at a meeting to be held as soon as possible with a representative or 
representatives of senior management at WFP. 
 
It was suggested that Bill Day be invited as soon as possible to address the North Island public advisory 
groups and the concerns of members for community stability, including having a solid base of working 
residents who will support the communities. 
 
8.0 DISCUSSION OF 2016 MEETING SCHEDULE:ANNEMARIE KOCH 
 
Annemarie asked members for their feedback on the draft 2016 meeting schedule that had been 
circulated with the meeting agenda. She noted that she had tried to incorporate a number of the new 
discussion items associated with the revised CSA Z809-15 standard and asked members if there were 
any other topics they would like to see addressed in 2016. 
 
Annemarie asked whether members felt there was a need to have a presentation on the forestry 
recruitment initiative in February, or whether a brief update on this subject was sufficient.  
 
It was agreed that members would provide further input on the draft meeting schedule via email to 
Annemarie, by November 20, 2015, and that the first meeting of 2016 would be on February 25, and that 
members could further discuss and possibly confirm the meeting schedule at that time. 
 
9.0 NEXT MEETING: 

It was agreed that the next meeting would take place on February 25, 2016.  

Annemarie and Jon thanked everyone for coming and wished them a safe journey home. 

 
When:   FEBRUARY 25, 2016  
Dinner:   6:30 p.m. 
Meeting:  7:00 p.m. 
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Town Office: 250-956-3111
Fax: 250-956-4300

Residence: 250-956-4832
Cell: 250-9494392

0530-01/0400-20

RØmIDIebflaLt1November 16, 2015

NLIV 17205Honourable Terry Lake
Miristor of Health
Room 337
Legislative Buildings
Victoria, BC V8V 1X4

Dear Minister Lake:

RE: PAY PARKING AT ThE NEW CAMPBELL RIVER REGIONAL AND COURTENAYHOSPITALS

A trip to hospital in Campbell River or Courtenay for a Port McNeill community member beginswith a 2.5 to 3 hour highway journey, often in adverse weather conditions. Added to the stressof a hospital visit and long drive are the unnecessary fees for parking once a patient arrives.
The Town of Port McNeill fully supports MLA Claire Trevena% September 30, 2015 letter callingfor free parking at the new Campbell River and Courtenay hospitals.

Access to medical services is an ongoing challenge lix our region and the additional parkingfees are just another barrier to accessing much-needed mecPcai services. The fees that wouldbe derived from pay parking are not revenue that the hospital would see, but rather profits anindeoendent company will gain from those who require hospital care.

Our community wholeheartedly welcomes the new hospital facilities in Campbell River andCourtenay, but we believe that the parking at these facilities should be free of charge. Surelythere is a better way to make money than profiting from those who are sick and in hospital.
Sincerely,

Shirley Ackland

cc: Claire Trevena, MLA North Island
Joe Murphy, VP Planning & Operations Support Island Health
Mount Waddington Regional District

Slarot Shirk,’ .4ckland
Tosw ofPort Mc.Veiil

P0 Box 726
Pun McAW1I. BC 1VN 2R0
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From C ef Fxeca’ ye Off ocr

To. Al Neucel Emp oyees

Date November i3 20’S

SJDJeCh Praduoton Curtanment - Update

it ‘as 5een s’x ronths a oe NeLcel ar’-ou”oeo that the produotm turta tot so d he mtsnded uto
20r6 Throughout ths penod, we have been ‘sorking very hard to achieve the in’ernal and external
condt o Is for a return to operat ons I recently attended a meeting w th toe shareholdets of Neucel in
China to usc’ ss prqpots that are requreb 4o improve on II eabilty and reouce ‘ur ocerating coils
Wh ie here has been su cc upward m vement i the global dnuoli ng oulp ma ket and forecasts no cate
that ths rend coud continue, the our e at market pr ‘e for diaso1vmg oulp is not at toe evel requ red to
ensure profitaole ocerations, Consequently the sharaholders have evaluated the s tuaton and behcve
that the basic ccndtoos a- irnpementmo significant capital nvetment projects and restarting have not
Keen met Therefore the snareholoers are not aoie to rode a fir’ date for rastartg toe rod

The sharenoidars sri continue to investigate all opportunwes to resume operatiors. This may hcuoe
strategic partnershps as well as obta:org the cocperation of staKehoders such as suppliers and
:evels of government Their cooperation 5 an essential element in reaching conditors for restartng the
mill We have made some progress wth the BC government but we oatnueto seek ossstanoe fro’ the
municipal and federal governments

for our part at the mill, we must cortnue to redu’c all expenditurns to the ‘un rmm pssiuie to mairtair
toe site to r’duoe the ‘irano al ourden on The sharer olders to buy the time necessary to work towards
achevng aooectaole rostart condtans

15e snarerocers rema,o commtted to tue rrd o Fart Ace and wol wors towards the operato.ai
re. abi’i’v of me ro:i sun the ntert’on to restart oroducoon when toe raket improves and other ccndtioos
are sutaoe This s a citcui,t tota for stakohcide’s ann :e ooot:r,e to ask ‘r your patie’ce aou
suroort We will provide urhor updates as ocodrtions change
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                                               Timberlands 

 
 
December 7, 2015 
 
Pat English 
Regional District of Mount Waddington 
2044 Mc Neill Road 
Port McNeill, BC V0N 2R0 
 
Dear Pat: 
  
Shannon Janzen, Mike Cass, Randy Boas and I would like to thank the Regional District 
for the discussion on community stability and sustainability on November 26, 2015.  
 
The discussion was very timely and informative.  We now have a much greater 
appreciation for the Regional Districts perspective and understand that North Island 
community concerns are much deeper than the recent changes that took place in our 
Englewood Division.  We heard the following sentiment from the Regional District and, 
later in the day, from the two North Island Public Advisory Groups (VINWAG and NWAC): 
 

1. Amalgamating Woss and the Englewood Division into the Central Island 

Operation results in a feeling of lost identity for the North Island, 

2. North Island communities are not resistant to change, they simply want those 

changes to be informed with their interests (i.e. it isn't change that's scary, it’s 

the lack of communication that creates fear), and 

3. Western Forest Products appears to have lost its way and its connection to North 

Island communities.   

During our meeting it was clear that WFP and WFP employees have traditionally been 
prominent members of the community involved in various volunteer or community 
programs.  We heard the regional District’s concern that our employees may no longer 
be incented or rewarded for these types of contributions.  
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Suite 118, 1334 Island Highway, Campbell River, BC V9W 8C9 

Telephone: (250) 286-3767    Fax: (250) 286-3375 
 

While WFP must make operational changes to improve our business, we now have a 
much better understanding of the resulting perception if such changes are made 
without effective communication.  Hence we are committed to more frequent and more 
forward looking dialogue with the Regional District.  Through these discussions we 
believe we can form the mutually beneficial partnership that we both desire.  This 
includes a shared interest in training, recruitment and retention for employees living in 
north island communities. 
 
As a tangible next step, I have attached a proposal for improved communications 
between our organizations. I will be in touch with you to review this proposal and work 
with you to revise and/or to establish these meetings and associated agendas.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
     
Kindry Mercer, 
Regional Engagement Coordinator 
Western Forest Products Inc. 
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Suite 118, 1334 Island Highway, Campbell River, BC V9W 8C9 

Telephone: (250) 286-3767    Fax: (250) 286-3375 
 

 
Communication Proposal for WFP and the Regional District of Mount Waddington 

 
WFP would like your feedback on the following ideas for improved communications.  
We want to ensure that these measures will be meaningful to the Regional District and 
respectful of time commitments and existing process.  
 
Regular Meetings 
We propose to set up quarterly meetings with the regional district but are open to 
suggestions on timing, content and venue. To provide a framework for discussion: 

   

1. February ‐ Meeting to review 2015 activities, establish priorities and 

share plans for the upcoming year. 

2. May – Meeting to review the annual Sustainable Forest Management 

Plan Reports for the North Island and Nimpkish Public Advisory Groups 

with focus on Criterion 5, economic and social benefits. We propose that 

this be an in‐camera meeting with interested RDMW members and staff.  

3. September ‐ WFP representative to attend Regional District Board 

meeting and provide information as requested.   

4. November ‐ WFP representative to attend Regional District Board 

meeting and provide information as requested.   

Open line of communication  
 
We commit to being mindful of contacting the Regional District, or individuals 
representing the communities within the regional district to share information relating 
to community stability in a timely and respectful manner. Please understand that there 
are some things we cannot share ahead of time due to confidentiality.  
 
Point of contact  
Questions and comments may be directed to Kindry Mercer, Regional Engagement 
Coordinator, 250‐228‐9457, kmercer@westernforest.com    
 
Please provide WFP with a point of contact at the Regional District. 
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NORTH ISLAND REGIONAL 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, November 19, 2015 at 1030 h 
Royal Canadian Legion, Port McNeill, BC 

Present: 
Gloria Le Gal, RDMW EPC 
Greg Fletcher, RDMW CAO 
Patrick Donaghy, RDMW Operations Mngr. 
Mark Petrovcic, BC Wildfire Branch 
Shannon Alfred, Cormorant Island EPC 
Donna Hunt, Cormorant Island ESS 
John Tidbury, Port Hardy Councillor 
Linda Sowden, Malcolm Island EPC 
Brett Sinden, Alert Bay RCMP 
Gord Brownridge, Port Hardy/Port Alice RCMP 
Todd Pebernat, Port McNeill RCMP 
Mary Mavis, BC Transit 

Mike McCully, MFLNRO 
Grant Anderson, Port McNeill EPC 
Cliff Slack, Port McNeill Deputy EPC 
Gwen Hansen, Quatsino Residents Assn. Rep 
Ken Burkholder, Port McNeill ESS 
Andrew Hory, Coal Harbour EPC & Fire Chief 
Angelika Starr, Island Health 
Brent Borg, Deputy Chief, Port Hardy VFD 
Kevin Maher, Chief, Quatsino Fire Brigade 
Joan Matheson, Canadian Red Cross 
Derrick Harvey, Canadian Red Cross 

 
 
Call to order:  1030 h. 
 
1. Introductions 
 
2. Agenda: 

 
14-2015 It was moved and seconded that the agenda be approved as presented. 

CARRIED 
 
3. Adoption of Minutes: 
 
15-2015 It was moved and seconded that the minutes of the meeting held on September 10, 2015 be 

adopted as circulated.   
CARRIED 

 
4. Delegations and Presentations: 

Presentation by M. Petrovcic and M. McCully re:  2015 Tsulquate River Fire (Fire V90270) 
• The fire was reported on July 3rd and it was contained July 6th.  It was burning in cedar slash that 

had been felled approximately two years prior. 
• The main fire was 15 km from homes but there was a spot fire 300 m from homes.   
• A tactical evacuation was called before the Port Hardy Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) 

opened. 
• The EOC was challenged in issuing an evacuation order as the paperwork is not clear.  The EOC 

operated well given staffing numbers and problems with paperwork.  They recommend evacuation 
training for all emergency managers.  

• Port Hardy VFD was a great help in initial response and providing assistance throughout.  Four 
local fire departments reported. 

 
5. Old Business: 
 (a) Great British Columbia ShakeOut 

• Quatsino distributed brochures and a high ground map to all residents. 
• The Emergency Teams did not organize events in the other communities. 
• Port McNeill IGA appears to have held their own event, including evacuation. 
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6. New Business  

(a) Draft 2016 Emergency Management budget 
G. Fletcher introduced the draft budget and explained the changes that are recommended. 
 

16-2015 Moved and seconded that the draft 2016 Emergency Management budget be presented to the 
Board for consideration. 

CARRIED 
 
 (b) November 7th Table Top Exercise 
  A report on the Table Top was included in the agenda.  A discussion was held on the exercise: 

• there was confusion on the roles between the EOC and the Reception Centre; 
• the committee would like another Table Top in spring 2016; 
• follow the second exercise with a large exercise based on Regional and Community events. 

 
(c) 2016/2017 Training Requests 

• Evacuation Training 
• Communication Training 
• ESS – Managing Walk In Volunteers 

 
(d) Emergency Preparedness Week 
 G. Le Gal advised Emergency Preparedness Week will be held May 1 – 7, 2016. 

 
7. Roundtable Reports 

(a) Agency Roundtable Reports  
 Regional District VFDs (P. Donaghy) 

• Hyde Creek will pilot the use of Fire Pro. 
 
 Port Hardy VFD (B. Borg) 

• Congratulations to BC Wildfire Branch for their work on the Tsulquate River Fire. 
• The Department is using phone apps for calls; this seems to be working well and allows them to 

map the scene and show what equipment is at the scene. 
 
 Coal Harbour VFD (A. Hory) 

• Coal Harbour is using Fire Pro through the Regional District. 
• They are interested in the phone app when Port Hardy has it fine tuned. 

 
 Red Cross (D. Harvey) 

• CRC has 65 trained disaster management workers on the Island and they can be placed on 
standby if any of us have an emergency. 

• In March Derrick will present a CRD course that has been restructured for the Quadra Island 
emergency team. 

  
(b) Coordinator and ESS Director Reports 

Cormorant Island (S. Alfred and D. Hunt) 
• They are updating their emergency plan.   
• Five have taken EOC training with JIBC. 
• Volunteers have attended the Emergency Communication workshop, ESSD Workshop and the 

Table Top Exercise. 
• Donna Hunt is the Acting ESSD and will continue to work on the ESS Plan that Renate Stefan 

started. 
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Malcolm Island (L. Sowden) 
• Wendy Case, ESSD, made a presentation to the seniors. 
 
Port McNeill (G. Anderson) 
• They continue with training the team. 
• They are updating their emergency plan and their contact list. 
 

Quatsino (G. Hansen) 
• They have six volunteer dispatchers for a community phone fan out. 
• First aid supplies have been moved to the Reception Centre. 
• They are getting some comfort items, i.e. socks, in for those who evacuate in a hurry. 
• Paperwork needs to be updated. 
• Air horns have been given to community members for use in an emergency. 
• Their biggest asset is new Fire Chief Kevin Maher. 
• They have 47 full time residents, 85 seasonal and a potential of 68 lodge guests. 

 
Regional District of Mount Waddington (G. Le Gal) 
• We have completed our work with InReach.   
• A discussion was held on Industry Canada radio licenses as the Fire Departments are losing 

access to some.  B. Borg advised that, for Port Hardy, this is inconvenient and not as efficient.  He 
will ask the North Island Chiefs to discuss this at their next meeting and bring it forward to Industry 
Canada. 

• G. Fletcher reported that Woss Road Rescue has been given a grace period by EMBC to change 
the RDMW bylaw to establish road rescue under the fire department. 

 
 

8. Next Meeting:  Thursday, March 10, 2016.  10:30 h, Port Hardy 
 

73-2015 It was moved and seconded that the meeting be adjourned.  Time: 1312 h. 
CARRIED 

 
 
 
CERTIFIED CORRECT: 
 
 
 
              
CHAIR        SECRETARY 
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Mount Waddington Transportation Advisory Committee 
Minutes of meeting held Wednesday, November 25, 2015 at 12:30 pm at the RDMW Office 

  
  

Present: 
Shirley Ackland (Chair), Port McNeill 
Heidi Soltau, Area A 
Andrew Hory, Area C 
Dennis Buchanan, Alert Bay 
Dennis Dugas, Port Hardy (by phone) 
John Tidbury, Port Hardy 
Shelley Downey, Port McNeill 

Mary Mavis, NICS 
Bobbie Lucas, NICS 
Chris Parker, MWHN 
Sandra Waarne, Healthy Communities 
Chris Fudge, BC Transit (by phone) 
Greg Fletcher, RDMW 
Liette Patterson, RDMW 

 
Call to Order: 12:35pm 
 
Changes to Agenda: 
 
20-2015 It was moved and seconded that the agenda be adopted as amended: 

 Add under New Business (#8) Micron Machine Works Quote 
CARRIED 

 
Adoption of Minutes: 
 
21-2015 It was moved and seconded that the April 8, 2015 minutes be adopted. 

CARRIED 
 

Operator’s Report: 
 Last Polar (2202) has been removed and replaced by a 2015 Arboc; this model does not have the 

problematic airlift alarm 
 Avalon School no longer has a bus and is requesting the addition of a morning trip from Port 

Hardy to the school 
o Avalon parents will be submitting route change requests to MWT 

 Received excellent vehicle inspection report 
 Attended the Fall Fair in September and participated in the recent Emergency Planning 

Committee Tabletop exercise (propane leak); good emergency procedures refresher and training 
 BCT assisted in placing an ad for MWT in the 2016 Visitors Guide 
 Completed a special group trip in September for Seniors groups 
 Coal Harbour Bus Stops: 

o Area Director is working with the community to identify bus stop locations and with the 
Rotary regarding a proposed shelter at the most common pick up spot 

o The MWTAC will send a letter to the LCC requesting community feedback regarding 
locations 

 Passenger/Partner and Driver incident in September that involved RCMP; no issues since 
 Preparing for the Mount Cain Connector service: 

o Testing Protec radio communications between buses and Mount Cain shuttle drivers 
o All new winter tires on all three Arbocs (same wheel size as Polars) 

 
22-2015 It was moved and seconded that the Operator’s report be accepted. 

CARRIED 
 
Volunteer Transportation Network 

 VTN Driver recruitment; 1 new driver in Woss, 2 in Port McNeill and 1 in Port Hardy; Requested 
information be published in the Port Hardy quarterly newsletter and sent to the Port Hardy Baptist 
Church 

 Area A Director is actively working to have VTN in Sointula 
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 Lift van has been winterized; an airbag was recently replaced-expensive repair, but otherwise the 
van is in great shape; mainly used in Port McNeill and Alert Bay 

 Receiving weekend trip requests for the lift van – whether or not to make these trips is NICSS’ 
decision 

 
23-2015 It was moved and seconded that the VTN Report be accepted. 

CARRIED 
 
Regional District Monthly Report 
Ridership & Revenue 

 Ridership is averaging around 2300/month; Saturday trip numbers are disappointing 
 Saturday schedule will be advertised in the Gazette and the Transit Coordinator will visit the high 

schools again as well as posting the information in the school newsletters; she will ask if a 
message could be run on the school electronic billboards 

 
24-2015 It was moved and seconded that the Regional District Report be accepted. 

CARRIED 
 
BC Transit Monthly Report 
Update from Chris Fudge, Regional Transit Manager (RTM): 

 Three year service plans have been sent to systems; Province has provided a relatively flat budget 
for the next three years and RTM has been visiting his systems to discuss impacts whether that be 
service efficiencies, service cuts, etc. 

 In October the BCT legislation was amended to allow individual systems to carry-over any cost 
savings to following years rather than being reabsorbed by the Province to preserve base level 
services; will not be used for expansions 

 Will there be a maintenance cost spike due to the towing of the Arbocs to Campbell River for 
warranty work?  What about bus shuffling costs?  BCT tries to have warranty costs covered by the 
manufacturer. 

o Transit Coordinator has experienced trips where GM would only pay $100 of $1100 tow bill 
and the latest trip down for 2578 where they covered the entire tow bill 

 
25-2015 It was moved and seconded that the BCT Report be accepted. 

CARRIED 
 
New Business: 
5. BC Transit Draft Three Year Service Hours and Budget Plan dated October 26, 2015 

 Would it be possible to sort out a trend related to the wear on the north island buses due to the 
highway travel and harsher conditions as compared to urban routes?  Will look into it. 

 
26-2015 It was moved and seconded that the BC Transit Draft Three Year Service Hours and Budget Plan 

dated October 26, 2015 be received and filed. 
CARRIED 

 
6. Regional District of Mount Waddington 2016 Draft Budget 

 Reserve funds are being accumulated to replace buses in 2019/2020 per BCT’s replacement 
schedule, $135,000 in reserve, approx. $180,000 needed per bus; also contribute to an offline 
reserve with BCT 

 A fare increase would normally be scheduled for this year but in view of dropping ridership that 
could be detrimental to the system, budget assumes fares stay the same 

 First Nations and Municipal contributions increased due to the GNN service withdrawal; still a 
charge for six months of service used by GNN in 2015; service was discontinued July 1/15 

 BCT budget request reduced 
 
27-2015 It was moved and seconded that the 2016 Transit budget be recommended to the RDMW Board 

for approval. 
CARRIED 
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7. Proposal from Don Buchner, Executive Director, Wheels for Wellness (W4W) 

 W4W applying for gaming grants which require a public engagement strategy in the communities 
for which the grants are being applied 

 Proposal is requesting funds from Mount Waddington for the purchase of a van (not lift van) plus 
annual operational costs to improve W4W service for Alert Bay and Sointula residents 

 Received update from Mr. Buchner this morning that grant application submitted today; fulfilled 
public engagement strategy with an interview on the Port radio.  Administrator suggested Mr. 
Buchner connect with C. Parker of the MWHN for additional contacts 

 Mr. Buchner offered a W4W van to undertake a three month pilot project which would be an 
opportune time to gather usage stats but also as part of VTN to address increasing needs for an 
additional van; will not be a lift van as he stated that 99% of trips don’t require the passenger’s 
wheelchair 

 Only occasionally does BC Ambulance undertake a home-down island patient transfer; generally 
only hospital-hospital transfers 

 Information sheet would need to be provided to residents with booking information, terms and 
conditions for travel and also a local contact number to provide feedback on trip experience which 
will be important to encourage clients to “take a chance” on W4W again 

 Mr. Buchner made the assurance that there is no “required” payment amount for patients; rather a 
request for a small donation for W4W trips is made 

 
28-2015 It was moved and seconded that the Committee support the negotiation of an appropriate Mount 

Waddington area pilot project with Wheels for Wellness to run from January to March 2016. 
CARRIED 

 
29-2015 It was moved and seconded that a Fact Sheet be created for a Wheels for Wellness pilot project. 

CARRIED 
 
8. Micron Machine Works quote to fabricate an aluminum box to carry ski equipment for the Mount Cain 
 Connector service 

 Secure containment solution for skis and snowboards on the Mount Cain Connector service is 
required; Micron would fabricate a tall aluminum container which will mount to the existing quick 
connect seat mount bases in the Arbocs; bottom will have a foam layer to protect buses and skis 
from damage 

 One time purchase which will take only a few days to fabricate; Administrator indicated that 
RDMW funds could pay for this 

 Transit Coordinator has consulted with both BCT Fleet management and Safety in Training 
departments; RTM has heard back from Fleet that the container is considered a bus modification 
and requires Fleet management sign off followed by approval from Safety in Training; he will do 
his best to expedite the request 

 Safety in Training made an initial recommendation that passengers carry equipment in their laps 
but in view of highway speed travel this would not be safe 

 
30-2015 It was moved and seconded that pending approval from BCT Fleet Management and Safety in 
 Training the fabrication of the ski equipment box be approved. 

CARRIED 
 
Correspondence: 
9. BC Transit MWT Annual Performance Summary (APS) dated June 26, 2015 

 Improvements are being made to the APS report by BCT for next year; BCT will be paying more 
attention to individual system performance 

 RTM will be required to explain any system issues and prepare service 
improvements/fixes/corrections 

 Has no serious concerns about MWT except that the cost per passenger has gone up 25% over 
the APS of 19.6% indicated in this report (20.1%) 
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31-2015 It was moved and seconded that the BC Transit MWT Annual Performance Summary dated June 
 26, 2015 be received and filed. 

CARRIED 
 

BC Ferries Updates: 
 Quadra Queen II heading to refit approximately May – June 2016 
 Hearing the replacement ship will be the Quinitsa (from Denman) which is a larger (50 car) but 

slower ship; this will require schedule adjustments, possibly charters and maybe a return to 
triangle trips 

 Quinitsa may be an inappropriate replacement as props are close to the water surface and in 
strong winds will come above the water surface causing engine problems; Able to do 10kts in calm 
water but this will reduce to 4-5kts with wind 

 Concern that after refit BCF will not return the QQ II to the tri-island route; rumoured that BCF may 
want to use as a relief vessel for other routes 

 
Next Meeting: 

Date:  Wednesday, January 27, 2016 
Location:  RDMW Boardroom, Port McNeill 
Time:  12:30pm 

 
32-2015 It was moved and seconded that the meeting be adjourned. Time: 2:24 pm 

CARRIED 
 
 
_____________ _______    ___________________ _ 
Secretary       Chair 
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SUBDIVISION REFERRAL REPORT 
 

Date:   December 3, 2015 RDMW File No.: 2015-SUB-01 
MOTI File No.: 2015-05386 

To: Anne Molony, Development Technician 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 
550 Comox Road 
Courtenay, BC V9N 3P6 

 
Re: Preliminary Subdivision Application: McGregor - 117 Mitchell Bay Road, Malcolm Island  
 

 
Owner:  

 
 

Agent/Applicant: 
 
 

Legal Description:  
 

Assessment (Folio) Roll No. 
 

Parcel Identifier (PID): 
 

Civic Address: 

 
Ridgeway W., Rosemary,  Ridgeway R., Patrick and Keith Wilson, 
C/O PO Box 185, Sointula, BC V0N 3E0 
 
Ken McGregor, Bazett Land Surveying Inc., PO Box 185, 
Sointula, BC V0N 3E0 
 
Lot B, District Lot 15, Range 1, Coast District, Plan VIP75200   
 
13513.355 
 
025-688-049 
 
117 Mitchell Bay Road, Malcolm Island  

 
 

SUBDIVISION REVIEW: 
 
A review of pertinent information has been conducted by the Regional District of Mount Waddington (RDMW) 
in response to referral of this Preliminary Subdivision Application to the RDMW by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure (MTOI). In addition, RDMW staff referred the application to Electoral Area „A‟ 
Director Heidi Soltau and the Malcolm Island Advisory Planning Commission for review and comment. 
 

Proposal: 
 
The proposal is to subdivide the 20.3 hectare (50.16 acre) subject property into two lots as shown on the plan 
(see page 8) included with the Preliminary Subdivision Application submitted to MOTI. Proposed Lot 1 is 20.1 
hectares (49.67 acres) in area with Proposed Lot 2 being 0.2 of a hectare (0.494 acres) in area. Each of the 
proposed lots would have frontage on and access to Mitchell Bay Road. Proposed Lot 2 would also include 
water access to Mitchell Bay while Proposed Lot 1 would no longer have access to Mitchell Bay. Proposed Lot 
1 would retain its frontage along George Passage. 
 
Description of the Subject Property: 
 
The subject property is accessed by Mitchell Bay Road which is a public road that is owned and maintained by 
MOTI. Mitchell Bay Road bisects the subject property into two separate and distinct portions. The southerly 
portion has frontage along Mitchell Bay and is currently used for log handling and storage purposes in 
association with an adjacent 5.67 hectare (14 acre) Crown land License of Occupation tenure over the 
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adjacent ocean waters of Mitchell Bay. A small serviced building (“boom shed”) is located on this portion which 
is used in association with the log / handling and storage uses. The northerly portion of the subject property is 
largely forested and has frontage along George passage to the northeast. The agent / applicant advises this 
portion is developed with a single detached dwelling and two shed buildings which are served by a septic 
system and drilled water well. If approved, the proposed subdivision would “unhook” these parcels and make 
them into separate legal lots. 
 
Surrounding Land Use: 
 
North: ocean (George Passage) / logged land  
South: ocean (Rough Bay) / log handling and storage / rural residential lots that are largely forested 
East: largely vacant and forested lands 
West:  rural residential lots  
 
Malcolm Island Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 708, 2005 
 

The following is a review of the applicable policies of Malcolm Island Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 708, 
2005: 
 

Applicable Land Use Designations: 
 
Rural Residential:  
 
This designation will accommodate the rural 
lifestyle generally desired on Malcolm Island, on 
parcels of 2 hectares (5 acres) or more. 
Properties within this designation are located 
primarily along Kaleva Road east of the Sewage 
Treatment Plant, to the end of the existing road in 
Section 5, in Sections18 and 19 beyond Rough 
Bay and in Mitchell Bay as shown on Schedule 
B1.  
 
5.4.1 Except for existing lots that are smaller, lots 
shall be a minimum of 2 hectares (5 acres) in 
size.  
 
5.4.2 The principle use of properties with this 
designation shall be residential. However, 
residents may carry on a home occupation or 
home industry, agricultural uses and operation of 
a woodlot on their land provided that there is no 
adverse effect on neighbouring properties. 
 
5.4.3 Not more than one residential dwelling or 
duplex building, serviced with on-site waste 
disposal and water supply shall be built on a 
parcel of less than 2.0 ha (5 acres), but any lot of 
2.0 ha (5 acres) or more may have a cottage as a 
permanent secondary dwelling or 
accommodation used for visitors, subject to 
approval by the Vancouver Island Health 
Authority. 

Comments: 
 
 
 
 Proposed Lot 1, which is the 20.1 hectare portion 

of the subject property adjacent to and east of 
Mitchell Bay Road, is included in the Rural 
Residential land use designation. The creation of 
Proposed Lot 1 by subdivision is not contrary to 
these policies. 
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Light Industrial: 
 
It is generally agreed by Malcolm Island residents 
that industrial developments should be consistent 
with the rural environment. There are currently no 
major industrial developments or industrial areas. 
However, numerous minor operations such as 
sawmills, small scale manufacturing and 
processing have been established with deliberate 
consideration given to their potential impact on 
the Island and its residents. An existing industrial 
site located in Mitchell Bay is used as a log sort, 
de-watering and booming area. There are also 
several industrial sites located on Crown land 
including leases used for aggregate extraction 
and other resource processing activities. These 
businesses have been mainly limited to products 
from the fishing, farming and logging industries.  
 
5.7.1 Industrial development should be orientated 
towards serving and employing Island residents.  
 
5.7.2 Acquisition of long term Crown tenures or 
creation of private tenures from Crown land for 
industrial use will be encouraged provided the 
location does not impact other resource uses or 
environmental features. Areas that should be 
considered are the “Four Corners” area, the old 
Interfor camp, Mitchell Bay Access Road and the 
“Beacon” site.  
 
5.7.3 Land based finfish and shellfish 
aquaculture will be permitted only if it can be 
demonstrated that it will be environmentally 
sustainable, that it meets all relevant federal and 
provincial regulations, and that it benefits the 
local economy.  
 
5.7.4 No industrial activity involving the emission 
of toxic or irritant material shall be permitted if it 
is unacceptable under the standards of the 
Ministry of Air Land and Water protection. 
Environment.  
 

1)  

 
 
 
 Proposed Lot 2, which is the 0.2 hectare portion of 

the subject property adjacent to and west of Mitchell 
Bay Road, is included in the Light Industrial land 
use designation. The existing industrial use of this 
portion of the subject property is recognized by 
these policies and creation of Proposed Lot 2 by 
subdivision is not contrary to these policies.  

 
 

 
Malcolm Island Zoning Bylaw No. 725, 2006 
 
Proposed Lot 1 is included in the (R1) Rural Residential Zone in accordance with Malcolm Island Zoning 
Bylaw No. 725, 2006. This zoning category permits the following uses: 
 

i) Primary Dwelling and accessory buildings; 
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ii) Accessory uses: 

• Home agriculture 
• Cottage 
• Home Occupation 
• Bed and Breakfast 
• Home Industry 
• Kennels 
• Secondary Suite 
 

The applicant indicates that Proposed Lot 1 is currently occupied by a primary dwelling and two accessory 
buildings. These are permitted in the (R1) Rural Residential Zone. 
 
Proposed Lot 2 is included in the (I) Light Industry Zone in accordance with Malcolm Island Zoning Bylaw No. 
725, 2006. This zoning category permits the following uses: 
 

iii) Manufacturing, processing and product assembly 
iv) Log storage, sorting and handling 
v) Institutional uses as permitted in the US Zone 
vi) Accessory buildings and parking facilities. 

 
The applicant indicates that Proposed Lot 2 is currently used for log handling, sorting and storage purposes 
which are permitted uses. There is a small building (boom shed) also located on this portion of the subject 
property that is used in conjunction with the log handling, sorting and storage uses. 
 
The following is a review of the applicable zoning regulations in the context of the proposed subdivision: 
 

 
(R1) Rural Residential Zone Regulations 
 

Required: 
 
5.4.1(c)(i) Minimum lot size: 2.0 hectares (4.94 acres) 

 
5.4.1(c)(ii) Minimum frontage: 30 metres (98.4 feet) 
 
5.4.1(d)(i) Minimum setbacks for principal buildings 
and structures: 
 
 7.0 metres (22.97 feet) from all front and rear lot 

lines 
 
 3.0 metres (9.8 feet) from all side lot lines 

 
5.4.1(d)(iii) 15.0 metres (48.75 feet) from, and 1.5 
metres (4.92 feet) elevation above the natural 
boundary of any lake, watercourse, and 2.0 metres 
(6.56 feet)  above the natural boundary of the sea, 
except where the owner submits  to the Mount 
Waddington Regional District designs and certification 
by a Professional Engineer showing that the structure 
would be safe as otherwise constructed. 

 
 

 
Proposed: 

 
20.1 hectares (50.16 acres) - complies  
 
Greater than 30 metres - complies 
 
Dwelling – complies 
 

 
Dwelling – complies 

 
 
Dwelling – complies 

 
Dwelling – complies 
Accessory buildings – comply 
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5.4.1(d)(iv) Minimum setbacks for accessory buildings 
and structures: 
 
 5 metres (16.4 feet)from all front lot lines  

 
 1.5 metres (4.875 feet) from all rear and side lot 

lines  
 

(I) Light Industry Zone Regulations 
 
Required: 
 
5.5.4(c)(i) Minimum lot size: 1.0 hectare (2.47 acres) 

 
 
5.5.4(c)(ii) Minimum frontage: 36 metres (118.11 feet) 
 
5.5.4(d)(iii) 15.0 metres (48.75 feet) from, and 1.5 
metres (4.92 feet) elevation above the natural 
boundary of any lake, watercourse, and 2.0 metres 
(6.56 feet)  above the natural boundary of the sea, 
except where the owner submits  to the Mount 
Waddington Regional District designs and certification 
by a Professional Engineer showing that the structure 
would be safe as otherwise constructed. 
 
5.5.4(d)(iv) Minimum setbacks for accessory buildings 
and structures: 
 5 metres (16.4 feet)from all front lot lines  
 1.5 metres (4.875 feet) from all rear and side lot 

lines  
 
3.1.1 Parking and Loading 
 Industrial – 1 parking stall per 3 employees 

 

 
 
 
 
Accessory buildings – undetermined compliance 
 
Accessory buildings – undetermined compliance 
 
 
 
 
Proposed: 

 
0.2 hectares (0.494 acres) – does not 
comply  
 
Greater than 36 metres - complies 
 
Accessory building – undetermined compliance 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accessory building – undetermined compliance 
Accessory building – undetermined compliance 
 
 
 
Complies (ample space for parking) 

 
While the minimum lot size associated with Proposed Lot 2 does not comply with the minimum lot size of 1.0 
hectare (2.47 acres) for the (I) Light Industry Zone, section 6.3.2(a)(iii) of the subdivision regulations included 
in the Zoning Bylaw provides the following lot size exception: 
 
6.3.2 Lot Size Exceptions  
(a) The minimum lot size requirement shall not apply: 

iii) where a portion of an existing parcel is physically separated from the remainder of the parcel by a 
registered right-of-way (such as a public road, logging road, railway, or another legal parcel), but shall 
not include areas marked "Return to Crown" as indicated on a registered plan. In such cases, each 
severed portion may become a separate parcel subject to the approval of other agencies as required. 

 
The circumstances associated with the subject subdivision are such that section 6.3.2(a)(iii) applies. 
 
A review of the provisions of Malcolm Island Zoning Bylaw No. 725, 2006 in relation to the proposed lot 
configuration anticipated by the proposed subdivision indicates compliance with same. With respect to the 
siting of existing buildings, more detailed information is required to determine conformity with the regulations. 
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Sanitary Sewage Service: 
 
The subject property is not served by a community sewage system. The applicant advises that the northerly 
portion is served by a private septic system. 
 
Water Service: 
 
The subject property is not served by a community water system. The applicant advises that the northerly 
portion is served by a private water well. 
 
Roads: 
 
The subject property is bisected by Mitchell Bay Road which is a public road that is maintained by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Infrastructure. The proposed lots have ample frontage and access to Mitchell Bay Road. 
 
There are lands beyond which include two properties, one of which is a rather large 62.4 hectare (154.188 
acre) property owned by the owners of the subject property that has access by road dedication along its 
southerly limits only. The other property is a park property owned by the RDMW which has no public road 
access. The provision of access to these lands should be considered as part of this subdivision proposal.  
 
Drainage: 
 
The subject property is not served by a communal drainage system.  
 
Parks: 
 
Section 941 of the Local Government Act requires the provision of park land or cash in lieu of park land when 
subdividing land. Given the proposed subdivision would create less than three additional lots, the provision of 
park land or cash in lieu of park land requirements do not apply. 
 
Agricultural Land Reserve: 
 
The subject property is not located within the Provincial Agricultural Land Reserve. 
 
Flooding: 
 
The subject property is adjacent to the foreshore of the ocean on two sides, namely Mitchell Bay and George 
Passage. With respect to Proposed Lot 2, there is a restrictive covenant registered on title which restricts the 
siting of buildings in relation to the distance and elevation associated with the natural boundary of Mitchell Bay. 
 
Electoral Area ‘A’ Director: 
 
RDMW staff referred the Preliminary Subdivision Application to the Electoral Area „A‟ Director for review and 
comment. Director Heidi Soltau advises that she concurs with this Subdivision Referral Report.  
 
Malcolm Island Advisory Community Commission (MIAPC): 
 
RDMW staff referred the Preliminary Subdivision Application to the MIAPC for review and comment. The 
MIAPC considered the Preliminary Subdivision Application at its meeting on November 16, 2015 and adopted 
the following resolution with respect to same: 
 
The MIAPC, in reviewing the subdivision proposal, finds it to be consistent with the Malcolm Island Zoning 
Bylaw.  Should the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure approve the subdivision, it should require a 
restrictive covenant on the title of Proposed Lot 2 that precludes further development on it. 
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RDMW RECOMMENDATION 
 
Based upon its review of the Preliminary Subdivision Application and related information submitted to the 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) and referred by the MOTI to the Regional District of Mount 
Waddington (RDMW) for review, the RDMW has no objection to issuance of Preliminary Layout Approval 
associated with this Preliminary Subdivision Application (MOTI File: 2015-05386) with respect to the property 
described as Lot B, District Lot 15, Range 1, Coast District, Plan VIP75200  (PID 025-688-049), subject to the 
following conditions: 
 

1. That any changes or amendments to this Preliminary Subdivision Application be provided to the RDMW for 
review and comment. Any changes or amendments to this Preliminary Subdivision Application may result 
in new or revised comments from the RDMW; 

 
2. That the applicant registers concurrently with registration of the subdivision, a restrictive covenant that 

does not permit the construction of buildings on Proposed Lot 2, in accordance with section 219 of the 
Land Title Act; and, 

 
3. That prior to Final Approval, the applicant provides a plan prepared by a BC Land Surveyor, that confirms 

the siting and dimensions of all buildings in relation to the lot lines associated with the proposed subdivision 
to ensure conformity with applicable zoning regulations. In addition, that the applicant clarifies in writing to 
the RDMW, the specific uses of the Shed # 1 and Shed # 2 on Proposed Lot 1. 

 
The RDMW requests that MOTI review the need for access to lands beyond as part of this subdivision 
proposal. In this regard, there are two properties to the east: 1) a 62.4 hectare (154.188 acre) property owned 
by the owners of the property subject to this Preliminary Subdivision Application, which has access by road 
dedication along its southerly extent only; and, 2) A 4.991 hectare (12.33 acre) property owned by the RDMW 
which has no road access. 
 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

     
           
Jeff Long      Greg Fletcher  
Manager of Planning     Administrator   
      

  
     
Heidi Soltau 
Director – Electoral Area A  
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Date: November 16, 2015       RDMW File No.: 2015020 

                      
Provincial Agency: Ministry of Forests, Lands and 
Natural Resource Operations (MFLNRO) 

Agency File No: 1414276 

Electoral Area: B Electoral Area Director: Phil Wainwright  
Applicant’s Name: Lions Gate Forest Products Ltd. Applicant’s Location: Port McNeill, BC 
Tenure Type: License of Occupation Tenure Duration: 5 years  
Location: Klaskino Inlet Area: 2 sites totaling 6.9 hectares 
  
 
Proposal: 
 
The RDMW has received a referral from Lions Gate Forest Products Ltd.with respect to an application for 
tenure of Crown lands, consisting of two water based sites totalling 6.9 hectares (17.05 acres) that are 
proposed to be used for log handling, booming and storage purposes. It is understood that these sites will 
be utilized in conjunction with the timber harvesting activities associated with nearby forest tenures held by 
the applicant (e.g. Forest Licence A75918 / Timber Licence T0615), as well as logging activities for which the 
applicant has been contracted to undertake on behalf of others. These two sites are located close to the 
head of Klaskino Inlet with one adjacent to the shoreline on the north side of the Inlet, and the other 
immediately across the narrow inlet adjacent to the shoreline of its south side.   
 
No environmental assessment information was provided by the applicant with this referral however, a 
Marine Assessment Report for the northerly site was provided by the MFLNRO at the request of RDMW 
staff. This Marine Assessment Report was undertaken by Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. (Pacificus) and 
is dated January 12, 2015. In its report, Pacificus examines two sites in Klaskino Inlet, one being the 
northerly site which is part of the subject application, and another site further to the west which is not part of 
the subject application. Pacificus notes that this westerly site exhibits moderate to high productivity 
characteristics and that “in an attempt to avoid serious harm to commercial, recreational, or Aboriginal 
fisheries (CRA fisheries) or fish that sustain such fisheries, interest in the latter site was discontinued due to 
its high fisheries productivity value.” 
 
With respect to the northerly site, Pacificus advises it is low to moderately productive. It notes that some 
infill will be required below the high water mark for the landing platform to be functional and in this regard, 
600 square metres of infill be required of which 200 square metres is considered productive habitat. The 
Pacificus report also indicates: 
 
“Furthermore, an alteration to the benthos fronting the skidway may occur, 200m2 of which is expected to 
impact a moderately productive area. Due to the small size of this impact on a moderately productive area 
(~400m2) localized effects to fish habitat are not expected, however, cannot be stated with certainty as the 
habitats fronting the proposed facility likely contribute to the ongoing productivity of CRA fisheries. Thus, 
this project is being submitted for review, to obtain advice from DFO on whether or not this project will 
require a Fisheries Act Section 35 (2) Authorization.” 
 
Pacificus, in its conclusion, notes that: 
 
“The biological assessment of the proposed Klaskino Inlet log watering facility is described in this report. 
While most impacts at this site can be avoided or mitigated, there is an estimated 400m2 of moderately 
productive habitat that will be permanently altered due to the construction and operation of this facility. As 
the changes to the Fisheries Act are relatively new, we are unsure what size of footprint is considered to 
impact the ongoing productivity of CRA fisheries and are submitting this project for review. Included in the 

 

 

   REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON (RDMW) 

                    INTERAGENCY REFERRAL REPORT 
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avoidance measures for the construction of this site, was a decision to choose a site that was less 
biologically productive, yet more logistically involved. The impact of the loss of this 400m2 of moderately 
productive habitat is in our opinion significantly less than what would result from an application for a site in 
other parts of Klaskino Inlet.” 
 
Pacificus includes recommendations in its report with respect to the northerly site as follows: 
 
“Any residual impacts due to the logging activity at the Klaskino Inlet log dump, will be determined during 
the post-operational assessment. The pre-operational biological assessment has provided a base-line 
comparison. The observations from the post-operational assessment will be compared against the 
observations recorded in the pre-operational assessment report so that environmental changes can be 
identified. This comparison will be important for quantifying the magnitude of the footprint and evaluating the 
effectiveness of mitigation measures which were employed. 
 
Log handling operations should operate as outlined in the site specific MMP (Appendix 1). Upon cessation 
of logging activities, site de-activation and remediation should follow the Information Requirements for 
Proposed Works and Activities Relating to New Log Handling Facilities in Coastal British Columbia (DFO 
2009). During this post operation biological assessment, a qualified professional should ensure that serious 
harm did not result from logging activities at this site. 
 
The post-operational assessment will act as the compliance monitoring report ensuring that impacts were 
confined to the tenured area and that the site has been decommissioned to a state suitable for recovery of 
the marine environment. A post-operational marine assessment conducted by a qualified professional 
should take place within 60 days of site decommissioning.” 
 
There has been no information forthcoming as to whether a Fisheries Act Section 35 (2) Authorization will 
be required with respect to the northerly site. There has been no environmental information forthcoming 
about the southerly site at all. 
 
Pacificus includes a Mitigation Management Plan (MMP) for the northerly site and it notes that the objective 
of the MMP is to avoid and mitigate against causing serious harm to CRA fisheries, or fish that sustain such 
fisheries. 
 
Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan (QSCP): 
 
The QSCP provides direction for Provincial tenure approval in the intertidal and nearshore environments of 
the Plan area which includes Quatsino Sound and the northwest coast of Vancouver Island. The Plan was 
developed jointly by the Province of BC through its Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management, and the 
Government of Canada through Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The QSCP development process included 
participation by local stakeholders including the Quatsino First Nation and the RDMW with a formal review 
undertaken by these organizations in November and December 2, 2003. The QSCP was approved by the 
Province of BC in February 2004 as per the Honourable Minister George Abbott.  
 
The QSCP divides the Plan area into Planning Units and designates Klaskino Inlet as Unit 13, Klaskino 
Inlet. The management emphasis for Unit 13 is “Recreation” and the QSCP indicates that this unit should be 
managed to accommodate a range of recreational activities. Ongoing activities in Unit 13 include First 
Nations use, public recreation, marine transportation and commercial fisheries.  It advises that log handling 
facilities, log booming ground, and a number of other uses are not acceptable in Unit 13.  With respect to 
these activities, the QSCP states: 
 
“The use is considered unacceptable based on known technological or environmental concerns, identified 
social preference or potential conflicts with existing uses and activities. Applications for this use should not 
be accepted for processing and evaluation.” 
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Given the use limitations contained within the QSCP for development within the Klaskino Inlet, this proposal 
appears to be inconsistent with the QSCP. The QSCP also states that application for tenure that would 
result in the disturbance of eel grass beds at the head of the Inlet should not be accepted. 
 
Regional Plan (Bylaw No. 674, 2003): 
 
RDMW Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003 is a strategic plan that outlines the vision for the Regional 
District and establishes its priorities and land use planning policies with respect to the use of Crown land. 
The Regional Plan vision, as well as the general crown land use policies, support resource-based economic 
development while emphasizing the need for long-term ecological, economic and social sustainability. The 
Regional Plan contains forestry-specific policies that support forestry uses that are conducted in a manner 
that demonstrates responsible management practices, and that meet all relevant provincial, federal and 
local government policies and regulations, as the main use of Crown lands. The QSCP is a Provincial policy 
document which does not support logging handling activities in Klatsino Inlet, which is the location of the 
sites subject to this application.  
 
RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 2002: 
 
The adjacent upland areas associated with the two water based sites are included in the Rural Zone (A-1). 
The provisions of the Rural Zone (A-1) include forestry as a permitted use. 
 
Other Considerations: 
 
It is understood that the northerly site is immediately adjacent to a recreation site (REC 107033, Site #24), 
that is intended to be part of a larger network of similar sites on the west coast called the Marine Trail.  In 
this regard, the Marine Trails Network Association (MTNA) has identified this site as an area of interest for 
an access point and consultation with the MTNA and Recreation Sites and Trails BC should be undertaken. 
 
Electoral Area Director: 
 
I am opposed to this application.  The proposal is contrary to the Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan and is in a 
rockfish conservation area. In the context of the Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan, I do not support log 
dumping, booming and log storage in Klaskino Inlet.  
 
Manager of Economic Development: 
 
The current proposal contravenes the Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan by introducing activities into an area 
that does not permit such activities. The RDMW Forestry Policy includes the following – “support forestry 
uses....that meet all relevant policies, laws and regulations…”. Since the proposal does not comply with the 
RDMW’s Forestry Policy, it cannot be supported. It is noted that shipment of logs to Quatsino Sound via 
existing logging roads may be a viable alternative transportation option and the proponent should be 
encouraged to consider alternatives such as this. 
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SUMMARY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
Very limited information was provided by Lions Gate Forest Products Ltd. with this referral. In future, a 
detailed description of the proposal and background information such as an environmental report(s) should 
be submitted to assist with the review process. No environmental information was provided with the original 
referral, although a Marine Assessment Report was provided a week before the response on the referral 
was due. This information constitutes an important component of the information that is typically reviewed 
as part of these types of referrals and in future, Lions Gate Forest Products Ltd. must include information of 
this nature as part of its referrals to the RDMW or the RDMW will respond that it objects to the referral due 
to lack of sufficient information.   
 
Environmental assessment information has been obtained with respect to the northerly of the two sites. It is 
uncertain whether environment assessment information is available or the southerly site. 
 
The Marine Assessment Report conducted by Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. indicates that the subject 
proposal is being submitted to Fisheries and Oceans Canada to determine whether or not the project will 
require a Fisheries Act Section 35 (2) Authorization based on its findings. Pacificus makes a number of 
recommendations related to operation and monitoring and has prepared a Mitigation Management Plan for 
the northerly site and it notes that the objective of the MMP is to avoid and mitigate against causing serious 
harm to Commercial, Recreational or Aboriginal (CRA) fisheries, or fish that sustain such fisheries. 
 
It is noted that the Klaskino Inlet is designated by Fisheries and Oceans Canada as a Rockfish 
Conservation Area.  
 
The Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan requires that all applications within Unit 13 be referred to the Canadian 
Wildlife Service.  
 
Given the environmental sensitivity associated with Klaskino Inlet, it would be appropriate to provide 
information related to possible alternatives to the subject proposal, if any are available, and why the subject 
proposal is the preferred option. No information of this sort has been provided with this referral.   
 
It is imperative that this proposal be referred to the Quatsino First Nation (QFN) for its consideration and 
input. The QFN was instrumental in preparation of the QSCP which identifies Klaskino Inlet as having 
traditional and historic uses.  
 
While the RDMW’s policies strongly support the Region’s forestry sector and related land use activities, this 
proposal appears to be inconsistent with the forestry policies of Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, which 
requires that forestry proposals on Crown lands meet all relevant federal and provincial policies and 
regulations. In this regard, the Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan, which was developed jointly by all levels of 
government, including First Nations and local stakeholders, and approved by the Province in 2004 vis-avis 
the Minister, advises that log handling facilities, log booming ground, and a number of other uses are not 
acceptable in Unit 13 which is the location of the subject proposal. It states that these uses are considered 
unacceptable based on known technological or environmental concerns, identified social preference or 
potential conflicts with existing uses and activities. It continues by stating that applications for these uses 
should not be accepted for processing and evaluation. 
 
Given the subject proposal is contrary to the QSCP and in turn the Regional Plan, and based on the 
information available at the time this report was prepared, the RDMW objects to the issuance of tenures to 
accommodate this proposal.  
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Based on past recent experience, it is understood that the Province may no longer utilize the QSCP as it 
was originally intended which is to provide direction for Provincial tenure approval in the intertidal and 
nearshore environments of the Plan area. This is based on recent approval of another application for tenure 
contrary to the QSCP and in discussions between RDMW and Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations (MFLNRO) staff. Should the Province intend to approve the tenures associated with 
the subject proposal, the RDMW requests that: 
 
1) The uses/operations associated with the southerly based tenure site also be required to be assessed by 

a qualified professional from an environmental perspective, and should the findings of said qualified 
professional permit these uses / operations to be undertaken, that the proponent be required to 
undertake them in accordance with the requirements / recommendations of the qualified professional as 
outlined in its assessment related thereto; 
 

2) The proponent fully implement the recommendations of Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. as they relate 
to the northerly site as outlined in its January 12, 2015 assessment related thereto; 

 
3) Any monitoring required to be undertaken by a qualified professional and the proponent be fully 

implemented, and that conformity with this requirement be closely monitored by the MFLNRO; 
 

4) Any requirements and/or recommendations of Fisheries and Oceans Canada be implemented as 
required and such implementation be confirmed by a qualified professional to Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada and the MFLNRO;  

 
5) The MFLNRO submits this proposal to the Canadian Wildlife Service for its review and comment; 

 
6) The proponent provides a submission which identifies and assesses alternatives to the subject proposal 

to ensure that a careful consideration has been given to more environmentally responsible solutions; 
and, 

 
7) Any other federal and provincial requirements related to the proposed operations / uses are undertaken 

in conformity with those requirements.  
 

 
Respectfully submitted,    

         
       
Jeff Long      Phil Wainwright 
Manager of Planning &    Director – Electoral Area B  
Development Services  

            
       
Greg Fletcher      Pat English  
Administrator      Manager of Economic Development   
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MONTH 11

MATERIALS MANAGED IN THE LANDFILL 
AREA - TONNES

NOVEMBER 1 
to NOVEMBER 

30 (2015)

2015 UP TO 
NOVEMBER 

30, 2015

PRO-RATED ANNUAL 
PROJECTION  

BUDGET 
ANNUAL 

PROJECTIO
N

VARIANCE % WASTE 
STREAM 

LANDFILL 549.32 7171.11 7823 7000 11.8% 68%
GENERAL REFUSE FROM BELLA BELLA 0.00 0.00 0 464 -100.0%
GENERAL REFUSE FROM KLEMTU 0.00 0.00 0 136 -100.0%

OTHER MATERIAL LANDFILLED FROM OUTSIDE OF 
RDMW 0.18 0.50 1 100

FEE EXEMPT PUBLIC CLEANUP (NOT ACCOUNTED IN 
LANDFILL TONNAGE ) 1.83 30.53 33.31 100 -66.7% 0.3%

TOTAL AMOUNT SENT TO ACTIVE LANDFILL FACE 551.33 7202.14 7856.33 7100.00
RECYCLABLES AND STEWARDSHIP MATERIALS 
DIVERTED AT LANDFILL FACE 0.00 4.78 5 50 -89.6% 0.0%

WOODWASTE DIVERTED AT LANDFILL FACE 4.63 98.41 107 200 -46.3% 0.9%

METAL DIVERTED AT LANDFILL FACE 1.85 37.00 40 50 -19.3%

OTHER MATERIALS DIVERTED AT LANDFILL 0.00 1268.47 1384 200 591.9%

TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATERIAL DIVERTED AT THE 
ACTIVE LANDFILL FACE 6.48 1408.66 1536.72 500.00 207.3%

TOTAL AMOUNT ACTUALLY LANDFILLED 544.85 5793.48 6319.61 6600.00 -4.2% 55%
MATERIALS DIVERTED FROM THE LANDFILL - TONNES
TOTAL AMOUNT OF MATERIAL DIVERTED AT THE 
ACTIVE LANDFILL FACE 6.48 1408.66 1537 500 207.3%
OUTBOUND METAL 0.00 0.00 0 150 -100.0% 0%
SALVAGED MATERIALS 0.00 0.00 0 5 -100.0% 0%
CREOSOTE LOGS 0.00 0.00 0 5 -100.0% 0%

PAPER/WAX CARDBOARD - COMPOSTABLE 0.00 29.99 33 250 -86.9% 0%

WOODWASTE FOR CHIPPING AT $25/TONNE 50.96 493.00 538 500 7.6% 5%
COMPOSTABLE MATERIALS 98.73 1184.54 1292 1100 17.5% 11%
RECYCLED MATERIALS 28.67 394.51 430 700 -38.5% 4%

ASPHALT SHINGLES 12.11 117.09 128 75 70.3% 1%
MMBC MATERIAL 0.00 157.04 171 300 -42.9% 1%
TOTAL DIVERTED 184.84 3784.82 4128.90 3585.00 15.2% 36%

OTHER MATERIALS: ADDITIONAL TO 
LANDFILL - TONNES

NOVEMBER 1 
to NOVEMBER 

30 (2015)

2015 UP TO 
NOVEMBER 

30, 2015

ANNUAL PROJECTION     
PRO-RATED FROM 

ACTUALS

BUDGET 
PROJECTIO

N

VARIANCE % WASTE 
STREAM

SOIL FOR REMEDIATION 14.21 6837.49 7459 100 7359.1% 64%
SOIL FOR DIRECT DEPOSIT 0.00 0.00 0 100 -100.0% 0%
TOTAL IMPORTED FILL 14.21 6837.49 7459.08 200.00 3629.5% 64%
TOTAL WASTE STREAM 743.90 10622.31 17907.59 10385.00 72.4%

7-MILE LANDFILL MONTHLY TONNAGE SUMMARY FOR NOVEMBER 2015
PROJECTIONS NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
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2015 January February March April May June July August September October November December Route Total
Route 1 to Port McNeill 361 438 413 421 386 578 496 501 493 455 432 4974
Route 1 Saturdays 4 5 6 22 19 27 15 35 9 22 10 174
Route 2 to Port Hardy 347 366 390 417 381 474 468 438 468 430 397 4576
Route 2 Saturdays 6 8 3 40 22 14 20 25 13 18 16 185
Route 4-Ft Rupert 234 262 259 340 345 387 482 505 443 381 369 4007
Route 5-Coal Harbour 720 752 819 596 712 805 771 596 574 597 419 7361
Route 6-Woss/Mount Cain 2 0 0 2
Route 11-PH Local 184 201 172 206 234 285 255 237 319 367 303 2763
Route 12-PM Local 154 117 135 155 119 148 149 132 186 135 111 1541
HandyDART-PH 4 2 8 5 4 3 7 4 5 3 4 49
HandyDART-PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3
2015 Monthly Total 2016 2151 2205 2202 2222 2721 2664 2473 2510 2409 2062 0 25635

Mt Cain ClosedMt Cain Closed Mt Cain Closed

2014 January February March April May June July August September October November December Route Total
Route 1 to Port McNeill 540 416 497 502 412 468 478 472 473 458 397 394 5507
Route 1 Saturdays 2 5 15 21 7 20 13 22 41 5 18 7 176
Route 2 to Port Hardy 560 431 506 515 446 476 397 463 462 431 409 430 5526
Route 2 Saturdays 5 8 12 22 18 15 15 23 26 13 16 5 178
Route 4-Ft Rupert 439 292 383 419 313 295 330 323 347 291 267 261 3960
Route 5-Coal Harbour 534 401 460 483 496 570 604 561 757 807 723 788 7184
Route 6-Woss/Mount Cain 0 0 25 0 25
Route 11-PH Local 282 195 201 224 206 195 201 223 261 223 199 233 2643
Route 12-PM Local 124 129 188 148 132 167 125 119 144 158 155 137 1726
HandyDART-PH 6 4 7 8 10 11 9 12 8 3 6 4 88
HandyDART-PM 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 8
2014 Monthly Total 2492 1882 2295 2342 2040 2218 2175 2218 2520 2389 2191 2259 27021

Mt Cain Closed Mt Cain Closed

2013 January February March April May June July August September October November December Route Total
Route 1 to Port McNeill 571 512 560 596 574 582 558 527 538 514 531 462 6525
Route 1 Saturdays 18 13 14 8 7 18 17 19 8 11 26 11 170
Route 2 to Port Hardy 628 519 535 650 556 612 494 479 537 575 580 485 6650
Route 2 Saturdays 6 6 10 15 20 20 24 9 16 21 27 9 183
Route 4-Ft Rupert 287 290 320 432 358 330 304 313 439 397 403 347 4220
Route 5-Coal Harbour 691 726 697 883 808 646 631 513 467 565 484 504 7615
Route 6-Woss/Mount Cain 93 75 64 0 232
Route 11-PH Local 205 168 150 197 168 128 125 129 188 181 237 222 2098
Route 12-PM Local 106 109 141 143 142 119 122 116 120 146 117 110 1491
HandyDART-PH 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 3 1 2 2 17
HandyDART-PM 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 2 0 4 2 15
2013 Monthly Total 2609 2418 2491 2924 2635 2457 2277 2111 2318 2411 2411 2154 29216

Mt Cain Closed
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2015
Revenue Source Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Farebox $2,458.69 $2,956.72 $2,943.92 $2,977.01 $3,600.47 $3,709.66 $4,155.16 $3,527.20 $3,078.10 $2,722.10 $2,488.02 $34,617.05
Ticket Sales $614.25 $767.25 $981.00 $508.25 $634.00 $913.00 $1,044.75 $247.25 $803.75 $441.00 $442.00 $7,396.50
Pass Sales $918.00 $787.50 $808.50 $490.50 $498.00 $1,001.00 $981.50 $1,430.50 $896.50 $1,111.50 $1,341.50 $10,265.00
BC Bus Passes $722.00 $781.00 $766.00 $747.00 $829.00 $956.00 $942.00 $981.00 $946.00 $939.00 $939.00 $9,548.00
Total $4,712.94 $5,292.47 $5,499.42 $4,722.76 $5,561.47 $6,579.66 $7,123.41 $6,185.95 $5,724.35 $5,213.60 $5,210.52 $0.00 $61,826.55

* estimate

2014
Revenue Source Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Farebox $2,974.61 $2,446.07 $3,583.36 $2,929.31 $2,470.57 $2,964.74 $3,240.46 $3,744.17 $3,413.94 $2,967.85 $2,712.32 $2,871.35 $36,318.75
Ticket Sales $1,191.25 $1,197.50 $1,008.25 $1,138.75 $791.25 $584.75 $652.50 $591.25 $981.50 $651.75 $974.00 $668.75 $10,431.50
Pass Sales $1,135.00 $850.00 $485.00 $720.00 $410.00 $850.00 $620.50 $487.50 $1,142.50 $1,017.50 $1,022.50 $830.00 $9,570.50
BC Bus Passes $687.00 $867.00 $970.00 $945.00 $898.00 $1,166.00 $950.00 $965.00 $954.00 $921.00 $915.00 $915.00 $11,153.00
Total $5,987.86 $5,360.57 $6,046.61 $5,733.06 $4,569.82 $5,565.49 $5,463.46 $5,787.92 $6,491.94 $5,558.10 $5,623.82 $5,285.10 $67,473.75

2013
Revenue Source Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Farebox $2,881.17 $4,397.69 $3,391.61 $4,308.17 $3,527.75 $3,452.53 $3,857.86 $3,662.06 $3,169.65 $2,958.55 $2,954.15 $3,044.00 $41,605.19
Ticket Sales $833.75 $708.75 $858.75 $861.25 $460.00 $702.50 $512.50 $712.50 $1,317.50 $891.25 $743.75 $590.00 $9,192.50
Pass Sales $1,305.00 $1,230.00 $890.00 $1,380.00 $1,470.00 $920.00 $585.00 $630.00 $1,145.00 $730.00 $900.00 $725.00 $11,910.00
BC Bus Passes $768.00 $799.00 $832.00 $862.00 $848.00 $883.00 $945.00 $933.00 $904.00 $896.00 $869.00 $1,014.00 $10,553.00
Total $5,787.92 $7,135.44 $5,972.36 $7,411.42 $6,305.75 $5,958.03 $5,900.36 $5,937.56 $6,536.15 $5,475.80 $5,466.90 $5,373.00 $73,260.69
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Mount Waddington Transportation Advisory Committee

Minutes of meeting held Wednesday, November 25, 2015 at 12:30 pm at the RDMW Office

	

	

Present:

		Shirley Ackland (Chair), Port McNeill

Heidi Soltau, Area A

Andrew Hory, Area C

Dennis Buchanan, Alert Bay

Dennis Dugas, Port Hardy (by phone)

John Tidbury, Port Hardy

Shelley Downey, Port McNeill

		Mary Mavis, NICS

Bobbie Lucas, NICS

Chris Parker, MWHN

Sandra Waarne, Healthy Communities

Chris Fudge, BC Transit (by phone)

Greg Fletcher, RDMW

Liette Patterson, RDMW







Call to Order: 12:35pm



Changes to Agenda:



20-2015	It was moved and seconded that the agenda be adopted as amended:

· Add under New Business (#8) Micron Machine Works Quote

CARRIED



Adoption of Minutes:



21-2015	It was moved and seconded that the April 8, 2015 minutes be adopted.

CARRIED



Operator’s Report:

· Last Polar (2202) has been removed and replaced by a 2015 Arboc; this model does not have the problematic airlift alarm

· Avalon School no longer has a bus and is requesting the addition of a morning trip from Port Hardy to the school

· Avalon parents will be submitting route change requests to MWT

· Received excellent vehicle inspection report

· Attended the Fall Fair in September and participated in the recent Emergency Planning Committee Tabletop exercise (propane leak); good emergency procedures refresher and training

· BCT assisted in placing an ad for MWT in the 2016 Visitors Guide

· Completed a special group trip in September for Seniors groups

· Coal Harbour Bus Stops:

· Area Director is working with the community to identify bus stop locations and with the Rotary regarding a proposed shelter at the most common pick up spot

· The MWTAC will send a letter to the LCC requesting community feedback regarding locations

· Passenger/Partner and Driver incident in September that involved RCMP; no issues since

· Preparing for the Mount Cain Connector service:

· Testing Protec radio communications between buses and Mount Cain shuttle drivers

· All new winter tires on all three Arbocs (same wheel size as Polars)



22-2015	It was moved and seconded that the Operator’s report be accepted.

CARRIED



Volunteer Transportation Network

· VTN Driver recruitment; 1 new driver in Woss, 2 in Port McNeill and 1 in Port Hardy; Requested information be published in the Port Hardy quarterly newsletter and sent to the Port Hardy Baptist Church

· Area A Director is actively working to have VTN in Sointula

· Lift van has been winterized; an airbag was recently replaced-expensive repair, but otherwise the van is in great shape; mainly used in Port McNeill and Alert Bay

· Receiving weekend trip requests for the lift van – whether or not to make these trips is NICSS’ decision



23-2015	It was moved and seconded that the VTN Report be accepted.

CARRIED



Regional District Monthly Report

Ridership & Revenue

· Ridership is averaging around 2300/month; Saturday trip numbers are disappointing

· Saturday schedule will be advertised in the Gazette and the Transit Coordinator will visit the high schools again as well as posting the information in the school newsletters; she will ask if a message could be run on the school electronic billboards



24-2015	It was moved and seconded that the Regional District Report be accepted.

CARRIED



BC Transit Monthly Report

Update from Chris Fudge, Regional Transit Manager (RTM):

· Three year service plans have been sent to systems; Province has provided a relatively flat budget for the next three years and RTM has been visiting his systems to discuss impacts whether that be service efficiencies, service cuts, etc.

· In October the BCT legislation was amended to allow individual systems to carry-over any cost savings to following years rather than being reabsorbed by the Province to preserve base level services; will not be used for expansions

· Will there be a maintenance cost spike due to the towing of the Arbocs to Campbell River for warranty work?  What about bus shuffling costs?  BCT tries to have warranty costs covered by the manufacturer.

· Transit Coordinator has experienced trips where GM would only pay $100 of $1100 tow bill and the latest trip down for 2578 where they covered the entire tow bill



25-2015	It was moved and seconded that the BCT Report be accepted.

CARRIED



New Business:

5.	BC Transit Draft Three Year Service Hours and Budget Plan dated October 26, 2015

· Would it be possible to sort out a trend related to the wear on the north island buses due to the highway travel and harsher conditions as compared to urban routes?  Will look into it.



26-2015	It was moved and seconded that the BC Transit Draft Three Year Service Hours and Budget Plan dated October 26, 2015 be received and filed.

CARRIED



6.	Regional District of Mount Waddington 2016 Draft Budget

· Reserve funds are being accumulated to replace buses in 2019/2020 per BCT’s replacement schedule, $135,000 in reserve, approx. $180,000 needed per bus; also contribute to an offline reserve with BCT

· A fare increase would normally be scheduled for this year but in view of dropping ridership that could be detrimental to the system, budget assumes fares stay the same

· First Nations and Municipal contributions increased due to the GNN service withdrawal; still a charge for six months of service used by GNN in 2015; service was discontinued July 1/15

· BCT budget request reduced



27-2015	It was moved and seconded that the 2016 Transit budget be recommended to the RDMW Board for approval.

CARRIED

7.	Proposal from Don Buchner, Executive Director, Wheels for Wellness (W4W)

· W4W applying for gaming grants which require a public engagement strategy in the communities for which the grants are being applied

· Proposal is requesting funds from Mount Waddington for the purchase of a van (not lift van) plus annual operational costs to improve W4W service for Alert Bay and Sointula residents

· Received update from Mr. Buchner this morning that grant application submitted today; fulfilled public engagement strategy with an interview on the Port radio.  Administrator suggested Mr. Buchner connect with C. Parker of the MWHN for additional contacts

· Mr. Buchner offered a W4W van to undertake a three month pilot project which would be an opportune time to gather usage stats but also as part of VTN to address increasing needs for an additional van; will not be a lift van as he stated that 99% of trips don’t require the passenger’s wheelchair

· Only occasionally does BC Ambulance undertake a home-down island patient transfer; generally only hospital-hospital transfers

· Information sheet would need to be provided to residents with booking information, terms and conditions for travel and also a local contact number to provide feedback on trip experience which will be important to encourage clients to “take a chance” on W4W again

· Mr. Buchner made the assurance that there is no “required” payment amount for patients; rather a request for a small donation for W4W trips is made



28-2015	It was moved and seconded that the Committee support the negotiation of an appropriate Mount Waddington area pilot project with Wheels for Wellness to run from January to March 2016.

CARRIED



29-2015	It was moved and seconded that a Fact Sheet be created for a Wheels for Wellness pilot project.

CARRIED



8.	Micron Machine Works quote to fabricate an aluminum box to carry ski equipment for the Mount Cain 	Connector service

· Secure containment solution for skis and snowboards on the Mount Cain Connector service is required; Micron would fabricate a tall aluminum container which will mount to the existing quick connect seat mount bases in the Arbocs; bottom will have a foam layer to protect buses and skis from damage

· One time purchase which will take only a few days to fabricate; Administrator indicated that RDMW funds could pay for this

· Transit Coordinator has consulted with both BCT Fleet management and Safety in Training departments; RTM has heard back from Fleet that the container is considered a bus modification and requires Fleet management sign off followed by approval from Safety in Training; he will do his best to expedite the request

· Safety in Training made an initial recommendation that passengers carry equipment in their laps but in view of highway speed travel this would not be safe



30-2015	It was moved and seconded that pending approval from BCT Fleet Management and Safety in 	Training the fabrication of the ski equipment box be approved.

CARRIED



Correspondence:

9.	BC Transit MWT Annual Performance Summary (APS) dated June 26, 2015

· Improvements are being made to the APS report by BCT for next year; BCT will be paying more attention to individual system performance

· RTM will be required to explain any system issues and prepare service improvements/fixes/corrections

· Has no serious concerns about MWT except that the cost per passenger has gone up 25% over the APS of 19.6% indicated in this report (20.1%)



31-2015	It was moved and seconded that the BC Transit MWT Annual Performance Summary dated June 	26, 2015 be received and filed.

CARRIED



BC Ferries Updates:

· Quadra Queen II heading to refit approximately May – June 2016

· Hearing the replacement ship will be the Quinitsa (from Denman) which is a larger (50 car) but slower ship; this will require schedule adjustments, possibly charters and maybe a return to triangle trips

· Quinitsa may be an inappropriate replacement as props are close to the water surface and in strong winds will come above the water surface causing engine problems; Able to do 10kts in calm water but this will reduce to 4-5kts with wind

· Concern that after refit BCF will not return the QQ II to the tri-island route; rumoured that BCF may want to use as a relief vessel for other routes



Next Meeting:

Date:  Wednesday, January 27, 2016

Location:  RDMW Boardroom, Port McNeill

Time:  12:30pm



32-2015	It was moved and seconded that the meeting be adjourned. Time: 2:24 pm

CARRIED





_____________	_______				___________________	_

Secretary							Chair
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